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Abstract 

Facebook and email have become widely used communication media to Internet users. 

University students are a major part of Internet users and they use email and Facebook for 

multiple communication purposes. This research investigates the context of using Facebook 

and email by university students, the context of choosing any of the medium in respective 

communication over the last two years, and student perceptions with regard to Facebook and 

email as communication media. This study was accomplished by a mixed-method research 

using a questionnaire survey (n=321) and focus group discussions, and grounded in both Uses 

and Gratifications and Media Richness Theory. Research found that students use Facebook 

for non-professional and informal reasons and email for professional and formal reasons. 

Research found changes in choosing medium for such contexts in the last two years; use of 

email for social communication decreased and use of Facebook increased instead. However, 

students are firm about using email for formal and professional communication. Students 

perceive Facebook as an easier, faster and more convenient mode for social and group 

communication and to organize events; while they perceive email as a more formal mode, 

which they can use for professional communication. Students do not think that Facebook can 

serve all the purposes of email. The results suggest that email is no longer being used for all 

sorts of communication. Although students use both media simultaneously, they distinguish 

between social and professional communication. They choose media according to their needs 

and satisfaction, and they also consider how effective and rich the medium is for specific 

communication purposes.   

 

Key words: Email, Facebook, Social Networking Sites (SNSs), Mass Self-communication, 

the Network Society, Uses and Gratification Theory, Media Richness Theory and ICT. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Background of the study 
Email and Social Networking Sites (SNSs) have become an important part of university 

students’ daily lives. They write email, send instant message, take part in diverse chat rooms 

as well as join in discussion forums to accomplish different communication purposes (Nagler 

& Ebner, 2009). A study conducted in the USA has revealed that 85% of the university 

students use SNSs (e.g., Facebook) everyday (Salaway, Caruso & Nelson, 2008). Moreover, 

more than 90% of college students have Facebook accounts, and they spend an average of 30 

minutes to two hours per day on the site (Raacke and Bonds-Raacke 2008, Sheldon 2008). 

The above study’s findings communicate the message that ‘student life without Facebook is 

almost unthinkable’ (Debatin, Lovejoy, Horn, & Hughes, 2009, p. 83). Facebook and email 

are two different types of communication tools considering the way they are structured, the 

features they offer, and the time of their inception to the online world. However, students may 

choose between Facebook and email to meet their communication needs.  

 

Facebook is a user-friendly, cost free, and functionally established social networking site, 

which facilitates connecting with friends and family, and also making personal and public 

communication easier (Fischer & Rebecca, 2011). People have options to be closer with their 

friends and families, as well as connecting with many acquaintances, friends-of-friends, and 

even strangers with similar interests through Facebook. In addition, Facebook is a platform 

for education, business, information, finance, news, fun, etc. Through Facebook, a new 

communication behavior has emerged which has brought a new dimension within the array of 

the network of social relationships, whereas email has been the way of formal and informal 

communication between correspondences (Judd, 2010). 

Many consider that since the advent of SNSs (Facebook, instant messaging etc.), email has 

been losing popularity among students because it is recognized as a slower and less efficient 

medium than Facebook, which is effecting the habit of using email. For instance, Ramirez, 

et.al, (2008) claim  in their study that Instant Messaging (IM) has taken the place of email, 

and a report by the Nielsen Company shows that ‘Americans are spending nearly a quarter of 

their time online on social networking sites and blogs and less than ten percent of their time 

online emailing, and roughly 60 percent of appliances respondents and automobile purchasers 

believe that fan-based communication on social networking sites are beginning to replace 
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other communication channels (e.g., email, direct mail, etc.)’ (Gottlieb, 2010). Jones (2011), 

in his study on computer-mediated accounting communication skills, states that students 

should be taught to maintain a professional presence on social media because email serves as 

an outdated communication mode and some other digital invention will take the place of 

today’s electronic mail. Accordingly, in the study 'Facebook versus email' Judd (2010) 

reveals a certain decline of using webmail by the students at the university, rather they are 

moving to SNSs. Therefore, it seems like that ‘email has had a good run as king of 

communications. But its reign is over’ (Vascellaro, 2009). Is the statement of Vascellaro in 

the last sentence true? What is the fact prevailing now with regard to the use of email by the 

university student? The intension of this study is to explore the empirical facts over the 

statement. Therefore, the study will identify students’ perceptions and motivations for using 

email now and two years back, and what kind of communication contexts have been changed 

due to the emergence of Facebook.  

There has been a stream of studies with regard to Facebook, its different aspects and its 

potential uses in a social context. Some recent topics of such research include: reasons for 

using Facebook (Cheung, Chiu & Lee, 2011), Facebook and educational applications (e.g., 

classroom use, web-based learning), (Decarie 2010, Dyrud 2011, Malita 2011), student-

teacher interaction (Teclehaimanot and Hickman 2011, Cheung and Vogel 2011), gender 

differences among student Facebook users (Thompson & Lougheed, 2012) and privacy issues 

of Facebook users (Debatin, et al. 2009, 83). There have also been content analyses of 

students’ Facebook groups (Fernandes, et al. 2010), of user profiles (Westerman & Tong, 

2008), and information on characteristics of users and nonusers (Raacke & Bonds-Raacke, 

2008).  

Other studies have taken a comparative perspective, which compare Facebook with other 

SNSs. For example, Bonds-Raacke and Raacke (2010) made a comparison between MySpace 

and Facebook from the uses and gratification perspective. Similarly, from the same 

perspective, Quan-Haase and Young (2010) have compared Facebook with Instant 

Messaging. Judd (2010) has conducted a study titled ‘Facebook versus email’ that reveals the 

impact of Facebook on students’ use of webmail. However, it does not present a study of 

email versus Facebook. Therefore, there is no single study that has compared the nature and 

context of Facebook versus email use, that is, how Facebook and email are used and for what 

purposes of communication one platform is chosen over the other.  
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1.2. Research Questions  
Given the above facts, the aim of this study is to contribute empirical evidence towards 

finding a clearer picture of the nature and context of when university students use Facebook 

versus email for various communication purposes. Accordingly, the study will aim at to 

identify the communication contexts of shifting mediums between email and Facebook. 

Moreover, the aim of the study is to further understand students’ perceptions about Facebook 

and email in terms of communication features and gratifications. Therefore, the research 

questions of this study are as follows:  

Q.1. In what contexts do students use Facebook and email for everyday communication? 

 Q.2. Have students shifted mediums from email to Facebook or from Facebook to email for 

specific communication purposes over the last two years?  

Q.3. How do students perceive and compare Facebook and email in terms of their 

communication aspects? 

Based on media Uses and Gratification theory and media richness theory (discussed in 

Chapter 2), this study will seek to answer these questions through a questionnaire survey and 

focus group discussions (as discussed in Chapter 3). 

1.3. Email: Facts & Features 
The first email was sent at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) with a limited option 

to send a message to others on the same computer in 1965. Ray Tomlinson is credited for 

sending email between computers in 1971 (Limberg, 2008). A decade later, email expanded 

and it began to be used in the corporate sector in the 1980’s (Goldsborough, 2011). Soon 

after, its transformation went beyond any expectations. With regard to the email 

transformation, Tomlinson stated that "it has had ramifications through many people's lives. 

What I didn't anticipate is how fast it would grow once it started growing" (Limberg, 2008). 

Email has been a daily personal, professional (job and education) and business 

communication platform crossing every level of net users despite some shortcomings 

including efficiency, speed and private matters. Some statistics indicate a clear point to 

understand the use and dependency on this communication platform. In the USA "there are 

more emails sent every day than telephone calls. Its volume surpasses that of the U.S. Postal 

Service," (Easton & Bommelje, 2011). In the United Kingdom (UK) two million e-mails are 

sent every minute; this amounts to almost three billion per day (Limberg, 2008). What factors 
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have made email accepted to internet users? The primary answer is the speed and versatility 

that make email different from other communication channels. Moreover, in the World Wide 

Web (WWW), email comes structurally with easy and user-friendly interfaces (by providers 

such as Yahoo and Hotmail) as well as an option of having a free email ID that easily grasped 

many net users (Peter, 2004). Email is delivered faster than any other traditional post. It is 

easy, simple and effective and not limited within time or place. Email can be sent 24-hours a 

day from any place to many people. Email contents include text, photographs and multiple 

media files such as audio, video and graphics. Email attachment options allow users to send 

and store huge chunks of data in a mail. Email’s search function, filters and folder options 

work as time savers as they help users to find expected email and organize different types of 

email received in the inbox (Goldsborough, 2011).  

In the education sector, email is widely accepted for professional/educational and social 

correspondence between students and faculty or instructors. It is considered as a proven 

medium that provides students an extended opportunity to interact with instructors (Bloch 

2002). According to Hinkle email is ‘increasingly becoming the preferred means of 

communication between students and faculty’ (Hinkle, 2002, 27). The expansion of new 

media and the growing acceptance of new communication tools (e.g., text messaging, instant 

messaging, and email) means that communication outside the classroom has extended 

(Hassini, 2006).  Morever, Bjørge (2007) nicely described the email communication between 

students and faculty. He stated that students write emails to ask for information about tricky 

points in their course curriculum, for help concerning written assignments, deadlines and 

exam dates; they complain when they are unhappy about their marks; and also write thank 

you emails when their requests have been accommodated. Thus, email is now being used for 

online message exchanges that previously took place in information meetings, in breaks 

between lectures, telephone calls and visits to the professor’s offices. If we compare these 

modes, it will be clear that email, by facilitating contact between professors and students, has 

generated large volumes of written correspondence that would otherwise not have taken place, 

(Bjørge 2007, p.63). Email also contributes to the development of social relationships 

between students and instructors. A study on professor-student email communication, 

interpersonal relationships and teaching evaluation shows that email communication has 

contributed positively to both professor-student relationship and teaching evaluations (Sheer 

& Fung, 2007). 
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Likewise in business, email is recognized as an essential tool of communication between 

companies/organizations and regular or potential consumers. It is being used most widely in 

today's business world. A study reveals that more than 80% of small business owners believe 

email is a key to the success of their business (Campbell, 2007). Email is found to be useful in 

offering special sales and giving new product information (Martin, Durme, Raulas, & 

Merisavo, 2003).
 
Most business workers today spend between one and two hours of their 

working day on emails: reading, ordering, sorting, re-contextualizing fragmented information, 

and writing emails. Many of those business workers considered email as critical to their 

success and to increase productivity at work (Malik, 2010). It is also considered as the first ‘e-

revolution’ in business communication.
1
  

Despite having many advantages, the use of email has some problems. The general limitations 

include loss of context, a message cannot be removed once it is sent to a receiver, information 

overload, inconsistency, liability, spam mail and computer viruses.
2
 However, some feel that 

email is not a reliable medium even though there are online services that guarantee the 

security or privacy of email. Yet, for sending normal, everyday email, people do not use these 

types of special services often.  

On the other hand, the versatility of email can be limited. Users can attach photos, music, and 

other files to emails to send them to others, but again there is a limitation of file size 

(Goldsborough, 2011). Beyond these general limitations, many consider email as time-

consuming, frustrating and sometimes a matter of anxiety. Studies show that ‘one-third of 

office workers suffer from email stress’ (Limberg, 2008). Dealing with email is probably a 

common task that most workers perform to maintain office communication. However, it is 

worth noting that Limberg says ‘we can spend up to half our working day going through our 

inbox, leaving us tired, frustrated and unproductive’ (Limberg, 2008). These situations come 

across through plenty of information-based emails and spam, which are sent by multiple 

senders. On the other hand, Cooper observed different contexts of using mail. For example, he 

notes that the huge number of emails and poorly written emails create anxiety among the 

employees. He considered email as one of the most pernicious stressors of our time. However, 

email is still serving as one of the most used ways of communication in personal, professional 

and business.  

                                                           
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Email, accessed September 04, 2012 
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Email, accessed September 04, 2012 
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1.4. Facebook: Facts and Features 

This week I signed up for Facebook… I’ve been avoiding it because it seems like just one more thing 

to keep track of, be distracted by, and become addicted to (and it turns out that it is!). And yet, here I 

am, enjoying hearing from old friends, learning about events happening in their lives and around my 

community, reading great links to all sorts of stuff, and seeing all kinds of photos (not sure I should 

see them all). It’s fun! Still, I feel like I’m being sucked into an ever-growing swirl of wall 

comments, chats, notes, references, photos, You Tube links, and Web stuff!...My students tell me that 

between texting and Facebook, they almost never read e-mail anymore! Good Lord. How many of 

you remember how it felt to be able to communicate so easily using e-mail? It felt like a miracle, 

(Martusewicz 2010, p.447).  

 

In the above quote Martusewicz nicely described her attachment to Facebook and the attitude 

towards the changing mode of communication from email to Facebook.  Facebook has 

become the most widely used communication platform among the social networking sites. It 

now has over one billion users with 219 billion photos, and 17 billion identified locations 

(BBC 2012, Facebook 2012). Facebook has become the most popular site in the world. 

According to the recent Internet traffic rankings, Facebook ranks first in terms of highest 

visitors between the top 500 websites (Alexa.com, 2012).  

The journey of Facebook was started in 2004. Mark Zuckerberg is the man who introduced 

Facebook as an internal student network in the Harvard University study circle. Very quickly 

‘thefacebook.com’ received a tremendous response from the students at Harvard and rapidly 

was expanded to other universities in the United States of America (USA). The 

‘thefacebook.com’ shifted to ‘facebook.com’ in August 2005 and was opened to UK 

universities late that same year, and then proliferated globally in September 2006 (Phillips, 

2007).  Facebook has received immense popularity with many new registered users within a 

short period of time. From then on the number of users has increased. For example, Facebook 

recorded 20 million users in April 2007, which increased to 100 million in August 2008. In 

the next year Facebook tripled to 300 million users in September 2009. The number of 

registered users reached 500 million in July 2010. By September 14, 2012, Facebook users 

doubled to one billion (Facebook, 2012).  
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The motto of Facebook is ‘to make the world more open and connected. People use Facebook 

to stay connected with friends and family, to discover what's going on in the world, and to 

share and express what matters to them’ (Facebook, 2012). More precisely, Zuckerberg states 

the aim of Facebook is ‘to create a richer, faster way for people to share information about 

what was happening around them. We thought that giving people better tools to communicate 

would help them better understand the world, which would then give them even greater power 

to change the world’ (Zuckerberg, 2009). Facebook is now considered ‘a technological 

powerhouse with unprecedented influence across modern life, both public and private’ 

(Kirkpatrick 2011, p.15). 

To fill the aim stated above, Facebook includes multiple communications features, such as 

status updates, wall posts, messages, chat, and groups. Users can update their status by writing 

a short text in the selected place, which is then stored into the news feed, a feature that 

portrays news, events, stories, photos shared by friends, groups of one’s networks. One can 

like, comment or share any item on the news feed. The wall is the personal profile of the user 

and also a hub of all sorts of content (text/post, audio, video, photo etc.) including external 

content and comments posted by Facebook friends. The message option enables users to 

communicate via private messages, emails, chats, and even text messages. Users can receive 

or send messages to other Facebook users even though they are not on their friends list. Users 

can also send private group messages. Facebook allows users to create groups. This option 

provides users a unique way to make a meeting place for or among people with common 

interests, students, peers, alumni, like-minded people and so on. Creating a specific ‘page’ is 

one of the popular features on Facebook. Besides hundreds of millions of Facebook users, 

many of the organizations on this planet now have Facebook pages, whether they are business 

organizations, non-profits or universities. Facebook ‘pages’ have become a common place for 

businesses to show their existence and communicate to their stakeholders or publicize their 

products. According to the Facebook information page ‘A Facebook Page gives a voice to any 

brand, business or organization to join the conversation with Facebook users.’
3
 

Facebook also has some other features. For example, sharing and tagging photos, updating 

your status or posting photos or links on your timeline, and using an activity log. Sharing 

photos and videos are among the most used features on Facebook. Facebook gives unlimited 

space for uploading photos and videos. All of them can be shared with other friends through 

                                                           
3
 https://www.facebook.com/FacebookPages/info, accessed November 11, 2012  

https://www.facebook.com/FacebookPages/info
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the tagging option. The timeline is an option that allows users to set a cover photo to make its 

display attractive and also allow users to highlight activities maintaining the real time of the 

incidents, which eventually displays the user’s activities at different times. The activity log 

allows users to review their activities on Facebook from present to past. The control features 

give them the opportunity to control over their friends lists. Users can handle the privacy 

setting, like to whom they want something to appear, which friends’ news feeds they want to 

see. Over all, it is possible to prioritize friends, and even to label friends as ‘family,’ ‘close 

friends’, ‘university friends’ etc.   Another of the most frequently used features on Facebook 

is ‘events’. Users can make events to invite friends or to organize meetings. This feature also 

allows a host to remind people/guests about an event. Facebook statistics show that 16 million 

events were created on the site in a single month in the year 2012 (Facebook, 2012), which 

reveals how popular the feature is among Facebook users.  

Among the popular features on Facebook is ‘subscribe’ where people can subscribe to follow 

specific people, mostly celebrities or political figure, who are not their friends to see their 

updates and activities on their news feed. Facebook introduced a new feature about a year ago 

called ‘ticker’. Facebook defines ‘ticker’ as a ‘faster version of news feed’ (Facebook, 2012), 

which shows posts live on a small window in the upper corner of the page.  

Following this background, research questions and a brief overview of the facts and features 

with regard to email and Facebook, Chapter Two presents the theoretical stance of this thesis, 

uses & gratification and media richness theory followed by a discussion with regards to ICT 

and society, the network society, social networking sites and Mass Self-communication. 

Chapter Three discusses the methods used in this study. The results from the survey, focus 

groups discussions and analysis in light of the theories are presented in Chapter Four. In 

Chapter Five, the thesis concludes with a discussion, concise findings according to the 

research questions, limitations of the study and implications for further research. 
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Chapter 2: Theoretical Background 

This chapter presents a solid theoretical stance with regard to the subject matter of my thesis. I 

will discuss a broad range of theoretical aspects in two parts, aiming to end with specific 

theories. The main analytical tools will be used to analyze the results. The first part describes 

Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and society, the network society, social 

media and Mass Self-communication. All these concepts are included as they are highly 

related to the development of email and Facebook. Therefore, these concepts will help in the 

understanding of the contexts of technological development, the notion and characteristics of 

advanced communication platforms (e.g. Facebook and email) and their impact on recent 

communication networks and on individuals and society. The two main theoretical tools, 

media uses & gratification theory and media richness theory are discussed in the second and 

third sections of this chapter. These two theories are widely considered for media and 

audience studies, and I suppose from the notion of those theories, people use advanced media 

to be gratified.  

2.1.1. ICT & Society  
We have entered into ‘a new technological paradigm’ (Castells, 2000, p.5), which implies the 

rapid and variant development and diffusion of different Information ICTs. ICTs have been 

the critical force in the process of globalization and the global information society. ICTs refer 

to a set of electronic devices that lead to creation, storage, retrieval, manipulation, 

transmission and receipt of digital information (Hasan, 2012). ICTs are not a single 

component or a unit but rather a sector, which is vast and diversified and often treated as the 

combination of informatics, Internet and telecommunications (Mansell, 1999). For Marcelle 

ICT is ‘a complex and heterogeneous set of goods, applications and services used for 

producing, distributing, processing and transforming information– which are outputs of 

telecommunications, television and radio broadcasting, computer hardware and software, 

computer services and electronic media (e.g. Internet, electronic mail, electronic commerce, 

computer games)’(Marcelle, 2000).
 

ICTs are influencing people’s lives in many ways from education to leisure, to the 

management of interpersonal relations, from the office to the family to the school, and from 

politics to entertainment to culture to the economy (Low, 2000, p.VII), and thereby contribute 
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to different aspects of society by bringing a positive change. Wakelin and Shadrach stated 

that: 

‘Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs), such as the world wide 

web, e-mail, telephones, fiber optics and satellites are revolutionizing the way in 

which societies interact, conduct their businesses, compete in international 

markets and set their economic and human development agendas. ICTs can enable 

societies to produce, access, adapt and apply greater amounts of information, 

more rapidly and at reduced costs, and offer enormous opportunities for 

enhancing business productivity and economic activity. ICTs can also contribute 

towards strengthening democracy, increasing social participation, competing in 

the global market place and removing barriers to modernization, making poor 

populations fuller agents in the sustainable developmental processes’ (2001, p.3). 

 

The scope and nature of ICTs are not only affecting our way of thinking of ourselves, our 

identities, of time and of wellbeing but also gradually changing our perceptions and 

conceptions, values and ideals towards society, politics, economy, culture, development and 

world views (Fors, 2006, p.2-3). The continuous global technological development and its 

multiple features and options have enabled scholars to develop different frameworks or 

theories that explore the impact of ICTs on individuals, society, and the globe. For example, 

the current state of life can be treated as Appdurai’s ‘technoscape’
4
 where information and 

communication technologies across the borders at high speed that has led Toffer’s 

‘infosphere’
5 

where we live in the easy flow of information that brings Castell’s ‘the network 

society’ where we are easily connected to each other through ICTs.  

2.1.2. The Network Society 

The concept of the network society given by Manuel Castell is the most widely discussed 

matter in information society studies. Considering multi-dimensional processes of social 

transformation over the years, he coined this concept to identify the characteristics of current 

social structures of the Information Age. In his words, ‘a historical trend, dominant functions 

and processes are increasingly organized around networks. Networks constitute the new social 

morphology of our societies, and the diffusion of networking logic substantially modifies the 

                                                           
4 This is one of Appdurai’s metaphors of the ‘theory of scape’ which describes the process of globalization. According to him, globalization 
consists of the juncture and disjuncture of five scapes: ethoscape, mediascape, technocsape, financescape, ideoscape (Rantanen 2005). 
5 In The Third Wave, Toffler asserts that a revolution has pushed society into an ‘infosphere’ where information and communication 

technologies (ICTs) have radically changed our social, political, economical and working environments (Gyamfi 2005). 
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operation and outcomes in processes of production, experience, power and culture’ (Castells, 

1996, p.469). These networks are described as a structure of interconnected ‘nodes’ (different 

points) and ‘ties’ (connections), which are multiple, intersecting and often redundant. A 

network is formed when different nodes such as people, organizations, computers, come to 

make a common link, usually by many ties, which often cross the ties and connect other nodes 

(Castells, 2005).  

 

Networks are open by structure as they remain the condition of adding and rejecting any 

nodes in terms of network requirements and performances to assign or attain goals. Networks 

are not a sudden creation in social structure, they are old forms of social organization but in 

the context of this new technological paradigm, all such networks are now highly associated 

with new information and communication technologies (Castells, 2005), which ultimately 

make the ties stronger, smoother, more active and dynamic among networks as a part of the 

network society. To Castells ‘the network society, in the simplest terms, is a social structure 

based on networks operated by information and communication technologies based in 

microelectronics and digital computer networks that generate, process, and distribute 

information on the basis of the knowledge accumulated in the nodes of the networks’ 

(Castells, 2005, p.7). He considered that three important inter-related consequences have led 

to the emergence of the global network society. They are: (i) the development and spread of 

microelectronics, which has made information and communication technologies possible, (ii) 

the development of network economy and changing labor market (formation of new network 

companies and their dependency on highly qualified, flexible and independent workforces) 

and (iii) the way that the internal organizational structure of companies has changed over time 

which has required new networks. Castells argues that networks empowered by information 

communication technology are now the dominant force in society. Everything, including 

money, power, politics, communication, organizations and even society itself, is produced and 

reproduced through such (communication, computer) networks. 

 

Communication in the network society has dramatically changed. A heavy digital 

communication network has been developed in society that goes beyond the boundaries of 

time and space. The best examples of this are online communities (computers and 

telecommunication networks). Castells (2005) addressed three major trends in the array of 

communication in the network society. First, only a few corporations control media 

businesses all over the world. They regulate media in print (the press, publishing houses), 
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electronic media (television, radio, and audio-visual production), online commercial firms and 

the music recording and distribution industry and they partner at local and global spots 

depending on markets and products. Local and global communications, therefore, have 

become generic and customized. Second, the communication system has become digitized 

and interactive, which is also diversified, flexible and inclusive in terms of managing content 

shared in social space. Communication dependency is moving from a mass media system to a 

customized and fragmented multimedia system, and also with hypertext for the integration of 

contents from multiple sources. Third, independent horizontal networks of interactive 

communication have evolved. Castells (2007, p.246) argues that ‘the diffusion of Internet, 

mobile communication, digital media, and a variety of tools of social software have prompted 

the development of horizontal networks of interactive communication that connect local and 

global in a chosen time. The communication system of the industrial society was centered 

around mass media, characterized by the mass distribution of a one-way message from one to 

many. The communication foundation of the network society is the global web of horizontal 

communication networks that include the multimodal exchange of interactive messages from 

many to many both synchronously and asynchronously. These horizontal networks have led to 

the rise of social media in the world of the Internet. The best example would be social 

networking sites (SNSs), which allow individuals or groups to create and share different 

contents with many without having any institutional set up of mass/media communication’. 

To Castells, this is Mass Self-communication (Castells, 2005). The following section will 

discuss more about social networking sites and Mass-Self communication. 

2.1.3. Social Networking Sites & Mass-Self communication 
In line with the above discussion, it is seen that a variety of popular Social Networking Sites 

(SNSs) have emerged in the network society. SNSs are based on a special kind of software 

program that enable people to communicate via the web, usually for personal purposes and 

mass participation in social and collective activities (Mustonen, 2009). SNSs have 

transformed web content from corporate or personally controlled read-only content (web 1.0) 

to community controlled user-generated content (web 2.0) in the Internet history. This 

transformation has opened interactive platforms for users to create, share, modify and discuss 

digital web contents. Boyd & Ellison (2007) defines social network sites as ‘web-based 

services that allow individuals to (1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a 

bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection, and (3) 

view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others within the system’(p. 
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211). This definition presents a structural aspect of SNSs. However, the functional aspect of 

SNSs is communication (share information, message, photos, hyperlinks, feedback, comment 

etc.) for social networking namely (i) bounding: to form an online group meeting, (ii) 

tracking: to list community involvement in discussions, (iii) archiving: to maintain records for 

easy discussion, and (iv) warranting: ensuring the identity of the participants (Feenberg & 

Bakardjieva, 2003). Other names have been used to identify the functional aspect of SNSs. 

For example, SNSs are ‘mediated social communities’ (Goodings, Locke & Brown, 2007), an 

‘explicit representation of the relationship between individuals and groups in the community’ 

(Finin, T, L Ding, L Zhou & A. Joshi, 2005), ‘places where people with common interests or 

concern come together to meet people with similar interests, express themselves and act’ 

(Weber, 2009), ‘starting points to discuss and investigate a variety of related topics’ 

(Papacharissi & Mendelson, 2010), ‘a valuable marketing communications channel’ (Fraser & 

Dutta, 2008). The most popular examples of SNSs include Facebook, MySpace, Bebo, Orkut, 

LinkedIn, Academia.edu, Hi5, etc. 

 

The history of social networking sites is very short. It started with the social networking site 

Sixdegrees, which allowed users to create profiles, list their friends, and add friends-of-friends 

to their own lists (Boyd & Ellison, 2007). However, within a short span of time, varied and 

multiple features of diverse social networking sites have emerged from the perspective of 

users’ needs. For the general masses (e.g. Facebook, Friendster, Hi5 etc.), for professional 

networks (e.g. LinkedIn), for videos and photos sharing (e.g. MySpace, YouTube, and Flickr) 

and weblogs are widely used social networking sites at this time. Most of them have some 

common features such as visible profile creating, meeting strangers, leaving messages on 

friends’ profiles, seeing others friends’ lists and creating personal social networks. However, 

many of the sites are distinct by scope, nature and functionality. Boyd & Ellison (2007, p.214) 

stated that ‘beyond profiles, friends, comments, and private messaging, SNSs vary greatly in 

their features and user base. Some have photo-sharing or video-sharing capabilities; others 

have built-in blogging and instant messaging technology. There are mobile specific SNSs 

(e.g., Dodgeball), but some web-based SNSs also support limited mobile interactions (e.g., 

Facebook, MySpace, and Cyworld)’. Many SNSs target people from specific geographical 

regions or linguistic groups, although this does not always determine the site’s constituency. 

Orkut, for example, was launched in the United States with an English-only interface, but 

Portuguese-speaking Brazilians quickly became the dominant user group (Kopytoff, 2004). 

Some sites are designed with identity-driven categories targeting people with a specific 
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ethnicity, religious belief, sexual orientation, or political ideal. There are even SNSs for dogs 

(Dogster) and cats (Catster), although the owners manage the profiles. 

 

With the rise of social networking sites, it appears that intra-personal, interpersonal and group 

communication has become Mass-Self communication. Why is this Mass Self-

communication? It is Mass Self-communication because ‘it reaches potentially a global 

audience through the person to person (p2p) networks and Internet connections. It is as 

multimodal, as the digitization of content and advanced social software, often based on open 

sources that can be downloaded free, allows for the reformatting of almost any content in 

almost any form, increasingly distributed via wireless networks. Furthermore, it is self-

generated in content, self-directed in emission and self-selected in reception by many that 

communicate with many’ (Castells, 2007). We are indeed in a new realm of Mass-Self 

communication. Email and Facebook are both interactive mediums, which serve important 

roles in maintaining personal to social and social to global communication. Therefore, email 

and social networking sites have become a critical part of individual lives. In both personal 

and professional contexts, email and especially Facebook have rapidly changed ‘the public 

discourse in society and setting trends and agendas in topics that range from the environment 

and politics to technology and the entertainment industry’ (Asur & Huberman, 2010). 

Scholars from the Internet, information and new media studies are now widely engaged in 

examining social networking sites in order to understand from ‘practices, implications, 

culture, and meaning of the sites, as well as users’ engagement with them’ (Boyd & Ellison, 

2007). Experts also examine contents, characteristics and how SNSs impact individuals and 

society, businesses and social activism. The present study will examine the nature of using 

Facebook and email by university students through the lens of media uses and gratification 

and media richness theory. The theories are discussed in the following sections. 

2.2. Uses and Gratification Theory 
Uses and Gratification Theory (UGT) is an approach that provides a user-oriented perspective 

on the relationship between people and media. Why people use certain media and the social 

and psychological motivations that work behind those reasons are two main approaches to 

UGT researchers. They believe that every person has certain needs and people wish to fill 

those needs. People may fill those needs by using different mass or interpersonal 

communication channels. In this context, the researchers consider that people are active and 

goal-oriented while choosing media for their personal gratification. In addition, if people are 
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not satisfied with the way a certain media meets their needs, then they will actively seek an 

alternative media (Katz, Blumler & Gurevitch, 1974). According to Rubin, the current 

perspective of UGT research is directed by five major assumptions: (i) ‘communication 

behavior, including media selection and use, is goal‐directed, purposive, and motivated’; (ii) 

‘people take the initiative in selecting and using communication vehicles to satisfy felt needs 

or desires’; (iii) ‘a host of social and psychological factors mediate people's communication 

behavior’; (iv) ‘media compete with other forms of communication (i.e., functional 

alternatives) for selection, attention, and use to gratify our needs or wants’; and (v) ‘people 

are typically more influential than the media in the relationship, but not always’ (Rubin, 1994, 

p.418). UGT has been applied to studying the uses of a variety of mass media and special 

programs or content of mass media. Examples include, soap operas, news programs, use of 

the video cassette recorder (VCR), listening to talk radio, watching cable television, channel 

surfing, magazine reading, tabloid reading, the Internet, reality TV and religious television 

(Papacharissi & Mendelson, 2010).  

 

UGT has been used to examine the effects of media since the 1940s. During the last several 

decades, UGT researchers have tried to refine their perspective to make it theoretically sound 

(Ruggiero, 2000). However, many limitations have been addressed by scholars. For example, 

Stanford (1983) has noticed that the approach has problems distinguishing the operational 

definition and the analytical model. Moreover, it lacks internal consistency and theoretical 

justification. He complained that ‘the discussion ranges far from the results, which do not 

support their theoretical underpinnings’ (p. 247). Other criticisms with regard to UGT include  

 

(i) It is individualistic and underemphasizes the value of interaction (McQuail, 1979)  

(ii) It relies on self-reporting to generate data from respondents, its explanation of the origin 

of the audience’s needs that bring them to the media is too simple (Katz, 1987)  

(iii) It lacks conceptual clarity on the concept of gratifications (Swanson, 1977)  

(iv) It presupposes that audiences are active, which is not always the case (Lometti, Reeves & 

Bybee 1977)  

(v) It often desists from the gap between desired and obtained gratifications (Ruggiero, 2000) 

  

Despite having such theoretical and methodological limitations, scholars such as Ruggiero 

(2000) considered that the emergence of the Internet and other new media would be a 

restoration point of uses and gratification approach. According to Ruggiero, ‘uses and 
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gratifications has always provided a cutting-edge theoretical approach in the initial stages of 

each new mass communications medium: newspapers, radio and television, and now the 

Internet’ (Ruggiero, 2000, p.3). He urged that the concepts with regard to new media such as 

interactivity, asynchronies (the storing of information for consumption at another point in 

time) along with the nature of audience need to be reassessed through UGT approach. 

Accordingly, some other scholars contend that the traditional model of UGT can serve a 

useful and productive framework for studying Internet use. Indeed, the exposure pattern of 

many media users has changed due to the liberalization of the communications industry, the 

convergence of mass media and digital technology (Finn, 1997). Furthermore, ‘as  new 

technologies present people with more and more media choices, motivation and satisfaction 

become even more crucial components of audience analysis’ (Ruggiero, 2000, p.4). This idea 

is the theoretical departure of the researcher’s thesis, which will attempt to align students’ 

habits for using Facebook and email with UGT.  

 

Pool (1983) stated that UGT approach can work as the vanguard of quantitative and 

qualitative analyses of new media technologies, especially in the context of early stages of a 

media development and when making predictions about that media is difficult (Ruggiero, 

2000). In such cases, Kuehn (1994) suggested using UGT in the context of convenience, 

diversion, relationship development, and intellectual appeal for evaluating any computer-

aided instructional programs. Likewise, December (1996) suggested some categories to be 

considered for study are people’s attitudes toward new media consumption, surveillance, 

entertainment and diversion, interpersonal utility, and parasocial interaction. Other scholars 

(e.g., Rubin, 1994, Hardy & Scheufele, 2005; Kaye & Johnson, 2002, Dimmick, Chen & Li, 

2004; De Waal, Schoenbach & Lauf, 2006, Papacharissi & Mendelson, 2010) have listed 

some of the current research with regard to new media where scholars have looked at the 

socio-psychological disposition of using the Internet to meet different goals, relations between 

online news and civic engagement, public opinion or political behavior, how individuals 

select or combine online and offline news sources and motives and types of Internet use. In 

this line, there is a notable amount of UGT research, which is based on the most popular new 

media such as SNSs, Wikis and online video games. For example, uses, gratifications and 

social capital on Facebook (Papacharissi & Mendelson, 2010), political uses and gratifications 

by SNSs (Ancu & Cozma, 2009), dimensions of uses and gratifications of SNSs (e.g., 

Facebook, MySpace, Instant Messaging) (Dunne, Lawlor & Rowley, 2010; Bonds-Raacke & 

Raacke, 2010, Quan-Haase & Young, 2010; Smock, et. al 2011), gratification with regard to 
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Wikis for enhancing teaching and learning outcomes (Guo, Zhang & Stevens, 2009), and 

video game uses and gratifications as predictors of use and game preference (Sherry and 

Lucas, n.d.). Along this line, the most recent and relevant studies are done by Bonds-Raacke 

and Raacke. Using media uses and gratification theory, they have identified the dimensions of 

using MySpace and Facebook from a comparative perspective (Bonds-Raacke and Raacke, 

2010). Similarly, Quan-Haase and Young have made a comparison between Facebook and 

Instant Messaging. In light of the uses and gratification theory, the authors explored why 

people use different media of communication side by side. This study concluded that 

Facebook is used for fun and for knowing about social activities within the network, but 

instant messaging is used to maintain and develop relationships. (Quan-Haase & Young,  

2010). 

2.3. Media Richness Theory 
Media Richness Theory (MRT) is designed to justify the richness of a media in terms of its 

capacity to process and convey appropriate messages. It is based on contingency theory and 

information processing theory (Galbraith, 1977), and is developed by the organizational 

scientists Daft, Lengel, and Trevino (1984). According to Daft and Lengel, the fitness of a 

media and the characteristics of the communication task are the key factors for efficient 

communication between people (Daft & Lengel, 1986). In this context, a rich media should 

have the following four characteristics: 

  

(i) Immediate feedback capacity: This refers to the speed and quality of the medium 

to facilitate instant feedback (synchronicity) and clarification of issues during 

communication. 

  

(ii) Multiple cues transmission: This refers to the ability (or capacity) to 

simultaneously transmit multiple physical (e.g., physical presence, voice 

inflection, body gestures etc.) and documental (e.g., words, numbers, even graphic 

symbols etc.) communication cues facilitated by the medium. 

 

(iii) Language variety: This refers to the capacity of the medium to facilitate 

communication using both numbers and natural language. For instance, numbers 

and formulas are a greater symbol of appropriation, however, natural language 

conveys a wider set of concepts and ideas. 
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(iv) Personal focus: This refers to the ability of the medium to convey the personal 

feelings and emotions of the communicators. 

 

According to these characteristics, face-to-face communication is the richest medium because 

of its ability to provide instant feedback and multiple cues through physical gestures and 

voice tone. It is followed by a hierarchy of different media: telephone, electronic mail, 

personal letter, note, memo, special report and finally a flier or bulletin. A text document is 

the lowest medium as it provides only a text message and tables or figures, with no 

opportunity for immediate feedback or other communicative cues.  

 

In order to increase the efficiency of communication, there is a need to reduce uncertainty and 

equivocality. MRT defines uncertainty as a lack of information and equivocality as the need 

to negotiate meanings that have ambiguous conditions. Therefore, a rich medium must 

transmit adequate and appropriate information in order to reduce uncertainty and should be 

able to process rich information in order to reduce equivocality (Sun & Cheng, 2007). 

 

MRT was not initially designed to consider the context of new media as they were not 

introduced at the time of its development. However, researchers like El-Shinnawy and 

Markus (1992) consider that all new media (e.g., social media) have been retroactively fit into 

the MRT’s framework. Recent studies have applied MRT in new media perspectives. For 

example, Lan and Sie have used MRT to analyze the capabilities of media richness among 

Short Message Service SMS, Email, and Really Simple Syndication RSS in the proposed 

mobile-learning environment (Lan & Sie, 2010).  
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Chapter 3: Methodologies 

This study employed both quantitative and qualitative approaches of research methodologies. 

A questionnaire and focus group discussions were used for data collection. The quantitative 

study is a very common and a well-accepted method among social scientists for doing large-

scale studies on the adoption of communication technologies (Howard, et. al, , 2009), 

especially questionnaires for getting data from a large population. Moreover, questionnaire 

surveys are a systemic and standard method for collecting data from ‘individuals, households, 

organizations, or larger organized entities’ (Wright & Marsden, 2010, p.3), and this is one of 

the most important research methods in social science studies. In this study, the main reason 

behind using two different research methods was to maximize the reliance of the study.  

A focus group is a trustworthy method of data collection, which has been used by social 

scientists for a long time. This method was inaugurated when social scientists looked for an 

alternative method to the qualitative study since the accuracy of the traditional process of 

interviews of individuals was questioned because of the predetermined questions with closed-

ended options. Focus groups help ‘to better understand how people feel and think about an 

issue, product, or service’ (Krueger & Casey 2000, p.5). Through focus group discussions it is 

possible to get a clearer and wider picture of an individual’s thoughts and concerns about 

something and that helps to investigate a deeper issue. Usually, in this data collection method, 

each group consists of six to eight members. The advantage of a focus group is that 

participants can discuss something easily, and they can enjoy talking about their thoughts and 

viewpoints. They also get the opportunity to share whatever is on their minds regarding a 

certain issue. Thus, it is possible to explore something with a wide range of perspectives from 

various participants. However, the procedure also has limitations. For instance, when a 

member expresses his or her opinion there is a possibility of being influenced by the ideas and 

comments of other members in the group (Krueger & Casey, 2000, p.5). 

Focus groups are also called group depth interviews; these are among the most broadly 

applied and have become highly popular research methods in the social sciences (Krueger & 

Casey 2000, p.5). The early use of focus groups in the social sciences was to investigate ‘the 

effects of media communication (e.g., radio broadcasts, government fund-raising appeals, and 

World war 11 military training films) and the underlying factors that explained the relative 

effectiveness and persuasiveness of a particular communication’ (Krueger & Casey 2000, 
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p.5). Focus groups have been revived for a modern audience reception and media research 

(Lunt & Livingstone, 1996). 

Many researchers combine focus groups with other research methods, sometimes to help the 

primary method. For example, focus groups are sometimes combined with a quantitative 

study to get preliminary data to develop a questionnaire or sometimes to get support for weak 

survey results (Morgan, 1997). In this study, the questionnaire survey was done to explore the 

dimensions of a student’s Facebook and email usage in everyday communication, and to 

identify if there have been any changes in the student’s communication patterns. The focus 

groups were done mainly to explore the students’ in-depth perceptions about Facebook and 

email as tools for online communication, and more particularly, to get a better idea about how 

they use Facebook and email, and how they explain these channels as part of their everyday 

communication media. 

3.1. Area of Survey 
This study was based on students from Uppsala University.  Students were chosen as 

participants for this study because they use Facebook and email for online communication. 

This study relied on students from Uppsala University because it is well-known and has a 

large student body with approximately 40,000 national and international students, and because 

the University ranks among the world’s top one hundred universities
6
. Uppsala University is 

the oldest university in Sweden is considered one of the most prestigious universities for 

higher education in Europe.
7
 Moreover, the university is located in a country that is rich in 

technology. Sweden is one of the most technologically rich countries, and in terms of Internet 

and social media users it is undoubtedly holding a very good position
8
. In Sweden, 84% of 

people have a broadband connection and Facebook remains the most popular networking site 

with about 4 million Facebook users (Gustafsson, 2012) out of a population of 9 million. 

According to a ranking by the International Telecommunication Unit, Sweden holds the 

number one position on the ICT Development Index (Leckner & Facht, 2010). 

                                                           
6
 http://www.uu.se/en/news/news-document/?id=1943&area=2,16&typ=artikel&na=&lang=en, accessed October 11,2012 

7
 www.uu.se/en/, accessed November 12, 2012 

8
 http://www.business-sweden.se/en/Invest/On-Sweden/Sweden-ranks-in-top/Sweden-tops-new-Web-Index/, accessed   

November 8, 2012 

http://www.uu.se/en/news/news-document/?id=1943&area=2,16&typ=artikel&na=&lang=en
http://www/#.uu.se/en/
http://www.business-sweden.se/en/Invest/On-Sweden/Sweden-ranks-in-top/Sweden-tops-new-Web-Index/
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3.2. Motivation for Selecting the Media 
Facebook and email are both innovations in the Internet age whereby people are inter-

connected in the global network society. However, since the increasing acceptance of 

Facebook there are some debates as to whether or not Facebook is replacing email or whether 

students do or do not use email as much as in previous years. In the online world, Facebook 

has emerged as a social media and now remains the most-used networking site, and is gaining 

popularity for different communication purposes. As the researcher has discussed in the 

background section, Facebook is considered the most popular online social networking site 

among students. Mazer, Murphy and Simonds (2007) considered that ‘understanding why 

students use online social networking sites is crucial for the academic community, as this new 

communication platform exhibits important impact on student motivation to learn, affective 

learning, and classroom climate’ (as cited in Cheung, Chiu & Lee, 2011). However, in this 

study, the researcher intends to see how the students use e-mail, the former channel for online 

communication, in addition to Facebook. As a traditional online communication tool, email 

was also very popular among students. Thus, the researcher has selected Facebook and email, 

to explore how students are treating these two different communication forums, and determine 

whether Facebook usage has led to any changes in student communication patterns. When a 

new media becomes available, there is a tendency for the old media to be affected. For 

instance, if we look back at media usage, we find how people accept new forms of 

communication technologies from time to time, like analog phones, then mobile phones, then 

instant messaging. Therefore, the researcher has chosen Facebook and email for a 

comparative perspective of student’s media using patterns. 

3.3. Data collection procedure 

3.3.1. Survey 

A paper-based questionnaire and online survey were done on a sample of students from 

Uppsala University. The online survey was done using an online survey facilitator 

(groupsurvey.com). A questionnaire was sent to 225 students randomly via email and 

Facebook. Of the 225 recipients, 90 (40%) returned the completed survey. In addition, 235 

responses were received from a random paper-based survey, though 4 responses were rejected 

due to several errors. Thus, there were 321 respondents. More detailed information about the 

paper-based and online surveys will be described in the further sections.  
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The data was collected through a random survey. Students from different departments 

(Humanities and Social Sciences), levels (Bachelor and Masters) and categories (part-time, 

full-time) were included in the sample group. The simple random sampling method was 

chosen as the study was conducted on a large population and within this sampling method 

every member of the total population had an equal chance given a survey. This sampling 

method is considered “standard’’ among other commonly used sampling methods, e.g. 

systematic sampling, and sampling with probability proportional to size (Piazza, 2010). 

Data was collected using both online and a paper-based questionnaire survey with the same 

questionnaire for both modes. The benefits of using mixed mode surveys are to get enough 

“coverage’’ and “response’’, in other words, to attain a higher response rate. For example, if 

the researcher would have done only an online survey it would be difficult to reach enough 

respondents and to collect sufficient questionnaires, even though an online survey is neither as 

costly nor as time-consuming as a paper-based questionnaire. This is one reason why scholars 

recommend conducting an Internet survey along with another cost-effective mode (Dillman & 

Messer, 2010). 

3.3.2. Questionnaire Design  
Keeping the objectives of the study in mind, the questionnaires were developed consisting of 

nineteen questions (the first two questions did not have any numbers, as they asked about 

gender and age), among those, nine questions had two parts, (e.g., 5a and 5b). The first part of 

the questionnaire was to know the student’s demographic information, (e.g. gender and age). 

This part was not included in the numbered questions.  Then there were some questions to 

know some general information about the student’s media use, such as how many accounts 

the students had on Facebook and how many email accounts they use, and how long the 

students had been using both forms of media. Then there were some questions to investigate 

the student’s current media habits, for instance, when they want to share photos with friends, 

which medium do they use most often and with which medium do they spend the most time? 

Part of the questions were used to understand if there has been any change in the student’s 

communication patterns and media habits, such as, which media did they use last year to 

communicate with their family or friends and which media do they use now?  There were two 

open-ended questions (Question no. 7 and 8) which dealt with finding reasons for using a 

particular media, either Facebook or email. A segment of the questions were to understand 

about which media the students tend to use most through their daily life technology, like 
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which medium the smart-phone user checks frequently? The students were also asked some 

additional questions, like if they add their teachers on Facebook, if they think Facebook can 

serve all the purposes of email etc.  

3.3.3. Online Survey 
The online survey was done using an online-based survey service provider 

(groupsurvey.com). The survey questionnaire was sent to 225 respondents with a short note 

via a Facebook message; the online data was collected for two months. The questionnaires 

were sent to the students of Uppsala University who are on the researcher’s contact list on 

Facebook, and also to students whose email address the researcher knew, some of them were 

studying at the Media and Informatics Department, some the researcher obtained through 

friends, some from the thesis advisor.  The researcher also requested participants to spread out 

the questionnaire to their contacts who were students attending Uppsala University.  The 

online survey facilitator that was used was built in a way so that the researcher could send the 

questionnaire to each respondent individually to avoid risk of double responses from the same 

respondent or the same server. To some of the contacts on Facebook, the researcher sent out 

reminder messages to fill out the questionnaire. In the end, 90 completed responses to the 

online questionnaire were received.   

3.3.4. Offline Survey 
Paper-based questionnaires were distributed among students at different places of Uppsala 

University. For example, the researcher went to several campuses around Uppsala to 

distribute the questionnaires: Ekonomikum, Engelska parken, Blåsenhus, Biomedicum, Cimus 

Centre. The questionnaires were also distributed through the university student union 

(Studentkår).  The motive for choosing different places was to find participants from different 

departments with various academic backgrounds. The questionnaires were distributed on the 

spot, and the participants returned the questionnaires immediately with their responses. At the 

campuses, the questionnaires were distributed randomly to students who were in a lecture 

break, doing group work or just moving around. A total of 235 questionnaires were collected 

with responses from students, among them were four forms that were rejected because of 

multiple errors.  
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3.4. Survey Data Analysis Procedure  
The raw data that was obtained from the closed-ended questions of the survey were entered 

into a Microsoft (MS) Excel spreadsheet to analyze. The “CountIf” option was then used to 

calculate frequencies and percentages of the data. The data from the open ended questions 

was also gathered on an Excel spreadsheet and then coded and categorized manually so that 

frequencies and percentages of the main themes could be calculated.    

For the comparison part, a paired samples t-test was conducted with 95% confidence interval 

to see the significant difference between the trends of students’ Facebook and email usage 

between 2011 and 2012 to compare if there were any changes in communication patterns in 

relation to the communication media, Facebook and email. The t-test was done by using 

statistical analysis software ‘Minitab 16’. The test was done on 6 questions (Q. 5a+5b, Q. 

6a+6b, Q. 10a+10b, Q.12a+12b, Q.13a+13b, and Q.17a+17b) in the questionnaire. There 

were 9 questions in the questionnaires that had two sections, the first question dealt with the 

current usage of the two forms of media (Facebook/email) and the second dealt with previous 

(two years prior) usage of Facebook and email), which would reveal any tendency of change 

over time in the usage of Facebook and email for different communication purposes. The 

significance test was carried out on only 6 of the 9 questions, the other 3 comparative 

questions (Q. 11a+11b, Q. 14a+14b, and Q. 15a+15b) were exempted from the t-test because 

the results of those questions were highly towards a specific medium, therefore it was very 

clear to understand the significant difference without doing the t-test. For doing the statistical 

test, the choices of the questions (a.email b. Facebook c. both equally much) were given two 

code numbers: ‘1’ for the response of each option and ‘0’ for the non-response of each option.  

3.5. Focus Groups  
The aim of the focus groups was to know the students’ perception over the two 

communication media, Facebook and email, in-depth. There were four focus group 

discussions, each group consisting of four members. Altogether sixteen students from Uppsala 

University participated in the focus group discussions.  The participants were selected from 

different academic backgrounds, and a combination of male, female, national and 

international students, for example, there were six males and ten females from different 

countries including Sweden, China, the United States, Bangladesh, Germany, France, 

Slovakia, and Ireland. The sixteen students studied among other subjects, Peace and Conflict, 

Media and Communication, Business and Chemistry. Almost all of the participants were 
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studying at the Masters level with one student doing a Ph.D. The participants of the focus 

groups were chosen according to a convenience selection process. Some students who were 

known to the researcher and some students who were called through friends were invited to 

attend in the focus group discussions. The discussions lasted approximately 30 minutes.  The 

researcher worked as a moderator of the focus group discussions. The researcher recorded the 

entire discussion onto a smart phone. The participants were compensated with snacks and 

drinks during the focus group discussion.   

All four focus groups addressed the same basic discussion topics in order to obtain 

comparable results in line with the purpose of the study. While conducting the focus groups, 

Richard A. Krueger’s guiding principles were maintained (Krueger, 1998). Krueger has 

suggested some foundational principles of asking questions in focus groups and these focus 

group discussions were thus conducted by keeping the following principles in mind:   

Conversational-conversational-conversational: The focus groups were done in a 

conversational manner to keep the environment informal. The discussions were started with a 

short background of the study. The moderator added several stimulus points from time to time 

during the discussions process. For example, ‘several study shows Facebook is increasingly 

being used in academic purposes, like many students are making Facebook groups for their 

academic discussions and study programs What do you say about this feature?’ Participants’ 

perception about email was also investigated and compared with Facebook during the 

discussions. The focus groups were carried out with a conversational style rather than just 

asking direct questions frequently.   

Be clear or maintaining clarity: Maintaining the clarity of the questions was one of the main 

concerns during the discussions process. A stimulus with each discussion question made it 

easier to involve the participant’s attention towards the point. For instance, ‘Facebook has 

more than 900 million active users among 7 billion people of the whole world; you are one 

among this huge Facebook community. How do you see Facebook as a communication 

channel?’ In some points examples also provided when it was needed to make the question 

easily understood and clearer. One of the questions was “what do you think about the options 

“updating status” or writing on someone’s “wall” on Facebook? Like when a friend of yours 

writes something on your wall, and your other friends can also see what your friend has 

written, maybe a birthday wish or asking if you are joining the party tonight. Then, the 
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communication between you and your friend will no longer be private; so what would you say 

about using the options writing on wall and updating status?” 

Seeking help: The primary layout of the focus group discussions were discussed with the 

researcher’s thesis supervisor. The layout was then checked with the researcher’s fellow 

classmates to ensure effective focus group discussion.  

Allowing sufficient time: The preparation for the focus groups was not a quick process rather 

it was given enough time to make the group discussions successful. The first focus group was 

very helpful when conducting the other group discussions. The researcher was able to change 

the format and fix some minor errors in the discussion plan and to add some points that were 

missed in the first group discussion.   

3.5.1. Focus Groups Data Analysis Procedure 
The focus groups’ data was analyzed by following five stages of framework analysis: 

familiarization of the data; identifying a thematic framework; indexing; charting; mapping 

and interpretation (Ritchie & Spencer, 1994). As a part of the analysis procedure, at first all 

the recorded discussions of the focus groups were transcribed. Then, short phrases and ideas 

were noted on the transcribed data to get several distinct categories. Then, the data were 

coded by highlighting and sorting out similar trends, and the coded data were re-arranged 

based on the categories. Finally, the interpretation step was done by finding the big picture for 

each categorized theme.   
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Chapter 4: Results and Analysis 

4.1. Findings from the Questionnaire Survey 
Findings from the questionnaires will be described in this chapter. The findings from the 

closed-ended questions will be written according to the question order in the questionnaire. 

However, the results from the open-ended questions (questions 7 and 8) will be described at 

the end.  

The mean age of the respondents (N=321) was 23. Most of the students, 296 out of 321 

(92%), respond to the question regarding gender: times there were 157 (53%) females and 139 

(47%) males. See the Chart 1, Appendix A.  

4.1.1. Findings from the Closed-Ended Questions  
The first question in the questionnaire was ‘How many accounts do you have on Facebook?’; 

the respondents had three options to answer this question:  

a) One 

  b) Two 

  c) Three or more 

The question had a 100% response rate. 93% of the respondents had one Facebook account, 

5% had two Facebook accounts and 1% answered that they had three or more accounts on 

Facebook. See Chart 2, Appendix A.  

Then the students were asked ‘How many different email accounts do you have?’; the options 

for this question were same as in the previous question:  

a) One 

  b) Two 

  c) Three or more  

This question also had a 100% response rate. Among the respondents nearly half of the 

students (46%) had two email accounts, 43% had three or more, and 12% had only one email 

account. See Chart 3, Appendix A.  
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The question number three and four were ‘For how long (apprx.) have you been a user of 

Facebook?’ and ‘For how long (apprx.) have you been using email?’; the respondents were 

given the same four optional responses to both of the questions:  

  a) 6 months 

  b) 1 year 

c) 2 years 

d) 3 years or more 

The response rate for Question 3 regarding Facebook was 99%. Respondents who said they 

have been using Facebook for three years or more were 72%, 19% were using Facebook for 

two years, 5% were using for one year, and participants who were using Facebook for 6 

months were only 3%. See Chart 4, Appendix A. 

Regarding Question 4, all of the participants (n=321) responded that they had been using 

email for three years or more. See Chart 5, Appendix A. 

Question five had two sections, 5a. For personal communication, which tool do you use most 

frequently? and 5b. Two years ago, which tool do you use most frequently for personal 

communication?, the respondents were given the same three optional responses:  

  a) Email 

  b) Facebook 

  c) Both equally much 

The response rate to question 5a was 100%. Among the respondents 53% use Facebook for 

personal communication, 27% use both (Facebook and email) equally and 20% said they use 

email. When answering their preferred media for personal communication two years ago, 

51% of the respondents said Facebook, 33% said email, and 16% said they used both 

platforms equally. A response to question 5b was received from 99% of the respondents. See 

Chart 11, Appendix A.  
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The sixth question also had two parts. The participants were asked: 6a. When you wake up in 

the morning which medium do you check first? and 6b. Two years ago, when you woke up in 

the morning which medium did you check first?  The respondents were given same three 

options to both of the questions.   

a) Email 

  b) Facebook 

  c) Both equally much 

The response rates for question no 6a. was 99%, and 98% for 6b. Among the respondents 

40% said they check Facebook first when they wake up in the morning, 31% check email 

first, and 29% check both equally. However, two years ago, the respondents who checked 

email first was 47%, 36% said they checked Facebook first, and 16% responded that they 

checked both equally. See Chart 12, Appendix A.  

In question 9, the respondents were asked ‘Do you think that Facebook can serve all the 

purposes that email does? Respondents were given three multiple choices to answer this 

question:  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. Do not know.  

Participants who responded to this question were 99%. Among them 74% said ‘No’, 19% 

‘Yes’, and 7% said they ‘Do not know’ if Facebook can serve all the purposes that email does. 

See Chart 7, Appendix A.  

The respondents were asked ‘When you want to share photos with friends, which medium do 

you use most often?’ (Question 10a), and following this question they were asked ‘Two years 

ago, when you wanted to share photos with friends, which medium did you use most often?’ 

(Question 10b). For both of the questions the respondents were given same three choices:  

a. Email  

b. Facebook  

c. Both equally much  
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The response rate for both of these questions was 96%. Among the respondents 86% of them 

use Facebook most often to share photos with their friends while only 8% of the respondents 

use email and 6% use both Facebook and email. When answering their preferred medium two 

years ago to share photos with friends, 72% responded Facebook as their most often used 

medium while 22% of the respondents marked email, and 6% marked they used both equally. 

See Chart 13 on Appendix A.   

There were two questions asking ‘When you want to attach PDF files, which medium do you 

use most often?’ (Question 11a) and ‘Two years ago, When you wanted to attach PDF files, 

which medium did you use most often?’ (Question 11b). The choices that were given for both 

of the questions were:  

a. Email  

b. Facebook  

c. Both equally much 

Respondents who answered both of the questions were 99%. The respondents who said they 

use email most often to attach PDF files were 97%, and 2% said they use Facebook, and 2% 

use both equally much to attach PDF files. Two years ago, 96% of the respondents used email 

most often to attach PDF files, Facebook was used by 2%, and 3% used both equally much for 

this purpose.  See Chart 14 on Appendix A. 

There were two questions that lead the researcher to know if the respondents preferred media 

for communicating with friends. The questions were ‘For communicating with friends, which 

tool do you use most often?’  (Question 12a) and ‘Two years ago, which tool did you use 

most often for communicating with friends?’ (Question 12b). The respondents had three 

choices to answer these questions:  

a. Email  

b. Facebook  

c. Both equally much 

All of the respondents answered the first question, and 99% respondents answered the second 

question. For communicating with friends 84% use Facebook, 11% said they use both equally 

much, and 5% answered email as a medium for communicating friends. Two years ago, 73% 
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of the respondents used Facebook, 16% used email, and 10% used both of the medium 

equally much for connecting their friends. See Chart 15, Appendix A.  

Figure:1 (Based on Questions: 5a, 10a, 12a & 17a) 

 

Following the questions to know about respondents preferred media for communicating with 

their friends now and two years ago, questions 13a and 13b were designed to reveal their 

present and past media preference for communicating with family. The questions were ‘For 

communicating with family, which tool do you use most often?’ and ‘Two years ago, which 

tool did you use most often for communicating with family?’; The given choices to answer 

both of these questions were:  

a. Email  

b. Facebook  

c. Both equally much  

The first question (13a) received response from 92% of the participants, and 95% of the 

participants responded to the second question (13b). Among the respondents, 46% used email, 

35% used Facebook, and 19% said they used both equally for communicating with family. On 

the other hand, 59% of the respondents used email for communicating with their family two 

years ago, 26% used Facebook, and 15% used both media for this communication purpose. 

See Chart 16, Appendix A.  
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The participants were then asked ‘For communicating with teachers, which tool do you use 

most often?’ (Question 14a) and ‘Two years ago, which tool did you use For communicating 

with teachers?’ (Question 14b). The options were:  

a. Email  

b. Facebook  

c. Both equally much 

Between the two questions, the response rate for the first question (Question 14a) was 100%, 

and 98% of the respondents answered the second question (Question 14b). For 

communicating with teachers, 98% responded they use email most often. 1% use Facebook, 

and 1% use both equally much. Two years ago, for communicating with teachers 97% replied 

they used email, 1% used Facebook, and 2% used both equally much. See Chart 17, Appendix 

A.   

Figure 2. (Based on Questions: 11a, 13a, 14a & 15a) 

 

Questions 15a and 15b dealt with the respondents’ media choice to communicate with an 

organization or an employer; the questions were ‘For communicating with an organization or 

an employer, which tool do use most often?’ and ‘Two years ago, which tool did you use most 

often for communicating with an organization or an employer?’ The participants had to 

choose among:  
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a. Email  

b. Facebook  

c. Both equally much 

Among the total participants, 99% of them responded to both of the questions, 96% of them 

said the most common tool for communicating with an organization or an employer is email, 

1% participants use Facebook, and 3% responded they use both equally. Two years ago 97% 

used email for this purpose, 3% used email or Facebook, but no one (0%) used only 

Facebook. See Chart 18, Appendix A. 

The participants were also asked ‘Do you accept teachers as your friends on Facebook?’ 

(Question 16). They were given three choices to answer this question:  

a. Yes  

b. No  

c. It depends  

Participants who responded to this question were 99%. Among them 45% said it depends, it 

was a ‘No’ for 33%, and 23% said yes they do accept their teachers as friends on Facebook. 

See Chart 8 on Appendix A. 

The respondents were asked ‘Which tool do you spend the most time with?’ (Question 17a) 

and ‘Two years ago, which tool did you spend the most time with?’ (Question 17b). There 

were three options to choose:  

a. Email  

b. Facebook  

c. Both equally much 

All of the participants responded to 17a, and 99% responded to 17b. Among the respondents 

75% spend most of their time with Facebook. The participants who spend most of their time 

with email were 9%, and 16% spend most time with both equally. However, two years ago 

63% participants spent most of their time with Facebook, while 22% responded email, and 

15% responded both equally much. See Chart 19, Appendix A.    
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Question 18 was intended to find if the participants had bookmarked any media on their 

personal computer. The question they were asked was ‘Have you bookmarked any of the 

following medium in your personal computer?’ The respondents could select among: 

a. Facebook  

b. Email  

c. Both  

The response rate for this question was 78%. Among the participants who responded to this 

question, 78% bookmarked both media, 12% bookmarked Facebook, and 10% bookmarked 

email in their personal computer. See Chart 9, Appendix A. 

The final closed-ended question for the respondents was ‘If you are a smart phone user, which 

medium of communication do you check frequently via the smart phone?’ (Question 19). 

Three choices were offered to answer this question:  

a. Email  

b. Facebook  

c. Both equally much 

Among the participants 77% responded to this question; 51% of them most frequently check 

both of the media, 35% check Facebook frequently and 14% check email via their smart 

phones. See Chart 10 on Appendix A.  

T-test Results  

A paired sample t-test was done with a 95% confidence interval in order to determine if there 

was any significant difference in the results between the comparative questions in the 

questionnaire.  

Questions 5a and 5b 

A paired sample t-test that compared email for personal communication now and two years 

ago showed that there was a significant difference between how the respondents used email in 

2012 (M=0.197; SD=0.398) and how the respondents used email in 2010 (M=0.330; 

SD=0.471) for personal communication; t(617)= -3.86, P=0.000. This result indicates that for 

personal communication the use of email has decreased significantly.  
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The t-test comparing Facebook for personal communication now and two years back reveals 

that there was no significant difference between the number of respondents who use Facebook 

now (M=0.534; SD=0.500) and the number of respondents who used Facebook two years ago 

(M=0.513; SD=0.501) for personal communication; t(635)=0.55, p=0.582. This means there 

is no significant change noticed between how people used Facebook in 2012 and 2010 for 

personal communication.  

The test that compared the difference between how respondents used both media ‘equally 

much’ for personal communication now and two years ago found a significant difference 

between the number of respondents who use the media equally in 2012 (M=0.269; SD=0.444) 

and in 2010 (M=0.157;SD=0.365) for personal communication, t(614)=3.47, p=0.001. This 

result reveals that there was a significant increase among those currently claiming to use both 

media for personal communication compared with those who claimed to use both media in the 

past.  

Questions 6a and 6b  

The t-test results comparing the number of respondents who checked email first when they 

woke up in the morning in 2012 and in 2010 revealed a significant difference between the 

number of respondents who check email first in the present day (M=0.310;SD=0.463) 

compared with the number of respondents (M=0.475;SD=0.500) who checked email first in 

2010, t(628)=-4.30, p=0.000. This result indicates that the number of users who check email 

first when they wake up in the morning has decreased significantly.  

The t-test that compared the respondents who check Facebook first when they wake up in the 

morning now (M=0.404;SD=0.491) versus the respondents who checked Facebook first two 

years ago (M=0.361;SD=0.481) found no significant difference t(632)=1.13,p=0.258. This 

result reveals that there is no significant change observed in how many respondents check 

Facebook first when they woke up in the morning in 2010 and in 2012.  

The comparison between checking both media equally when the respondents woke up in the 

morning in 2012 (M=0.285; SD=0.452) compared with the same habit in 2010 (M=0.165; 

SD=0.371) showed that there is a significant difference t(612)=3.68, p=0.000.  This result 

shows that the number of respondents who first checked both the media equally increases.   
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Questions 10a and 10b  

A t-test was done to see the difference between the number of respondents who use email to 

share photos with friends in 2012 and in 2010. There was a significant difference between the 

number of users (M=0.081; SD=0.274) who used email to share photos with friends in 2012 

and the number of users (M=0.225; SD=0.418) who used email in 2010 when they wanted to 

share photos with friends; t (527= -5.02), p=0.000. The result discloses that the number of 

respondents who used email to share photos with friends two years ago decreased 

significantly. 

 The t-test that was done to compare the difference between the number of respondents 

(M=0.857; SD=0.351) who used Facebook to share photos with friends and the number of 

respondents (M=0.720; SD=0.450) who used Facebook two years ago when they wanted to 

share photos with friends found a significant difference between the number of users in 2010 

and 2012 t(577)=4.20, p=0.000. This result indicates that the use of Facebook to share photos 

with friends increased significantly.  

The result from the t-test that compared the number of respondents (M=0.062; SD=0.241) in 

2012 who used both medias equally to share photos with friends and the number of 

respondents (M=0.055; SD=0.229) who used both of the medias equally in 2010 for the same 

purpose showed no significant difference between the user numbers; t (610)=0.34, p=0.732. 

This result shows that there the number of users who used both media equally to share photos 

with friends between 2010 and 2012 remained constant.   

Questions 12a and 12b  

A t-test was done to compare the number of respondents who used email for communicating 

with friends in 2012 and the number of respondents who used email to communicate with 

friends in 2010. There was a significant difference between the number of respondents 

(M=0.047; SD=0.164) who used email for communicating with friends in 2012 and the 

number of respondents (M=0.164; SD=0.371) who used email in 2010 to communicate with 

friends; t(434)= -5.15, p= 0.000. This result indicates that using email to communicate with 

friends decreased significantly.  

The comparison between the number of respondents (M=0.844; SD= 0.364) who used 

Facebook for communicating with friends in 2012 and the number of respondents (M=0.732; 

SD=0.444) who used Facebook in 2010 for communicating with friends showed a significant 
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difference; t(609)=3.48, p=0.001. This result reveals that the use of Facebook for 

communicating with friends increased significantly during this two year span.  

When the t-test was done to see if there is a significant difference between the number of 

respondents (M=0.109;SD=0.313) who used both media equally to communicate with friends 

in 2012 and the number of respondents (M=0.104; SD=0.306) who used both the medias 

equally to communicate with friends in 2010, there was no significant difference, t(634)=0.22, 

p=0.830.  

Questions 13a and 13b  

A t-test was conducted to compare between the amount of users (M=0.458; SD=0.499) who 

used email for communicating with family in 2012 and the amount of users (M=0.587; 

SD=0.493) who used email for communicating with family in 2010. There was a significant 

difference between these two; t(596)= -3.19, p=0.001.  This result indicates that the number of 

users who used email for communicating with family in 2012 decreased significantly 

compared to those who used email for communicating with family in 2010.  

The result from the t-test comparison between the number of users (M=0.353; SD=0.479) 

who used Facebook for communicating with family in 2012 and the amount of users 

(M=0.259; SD=0.439) who used Facebook for communicating with family in 2010 showed 

that there was a significant difference between these two categories; t(589)=2.49, p=0.013. 

This result discloses that the number of users who used Facebook for communicating with 

family increased significantly between 2010 and 2012.  

The comparison result between the number of respondents (M=0.190;SD=0.393) who used 

both the medias equally to communicate with family in 2012 and the number of respondents 

(M=0.154;SD=0.362) who used both the medias equally in 2010 showed that there was no 

significant difference between these two amounts of respondents, t(590)=1.16,p= 0.247.  

Questions 17a and 17b  

The t-test results of the comparison between the number of respondents (M=0.087; 

SD=0.283) who spent the most time with email in 2012 and the number of respondents 

(M=0.223; SD=0.417) who spent the most time with email in 2010 showed a significant 

difference, t(557)= -4.81,p=0.000. This result indicates that the number of respondents who 

spent most time with email in 2010 decreased significantly.  
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A t-test that was done to compare the difference between the number of respondents 

(M=0.753;SD=0.432) who spent the most time with Facebook in 2012 and the number of 

respondents (M=0.632; SD=0.483) who spent the most time with Facebook in 2010. There 

was a significant difference between the users in 2012 and 2010; t(627)=3.34,p=0.001. This 

result shows that the number of users who spent the most time with Facebook increased 

significantly compared to the users in 2010.  

The result from the comparison between the number of respondents (M=0.159; SD=0.367) 

who spent equal amounts of time with both media now and the number of respondents 

(M=0.148; SD=0.355) who spent equal amounts of time with both media two years ago 

showed no significant difference; t(635)=0.40, p=0.686. This result reveals that there was no 

significant difference between the respondents who spent time with both media equally in 

2012 and in 2010.       

4.1.2. Findings from the Open-ended Questions 

4.1.2.1 Reasons for Using Facebook and Email 

There were two open-ended questions (Questions 7 and 8) in the questionnaire that were 

trying to find the reasons for using the media being compared in this study, Facebook and 

email. The respondents were asked ‘Generally for what reasons do you use Facebook?’ (Q. 7) 

and ‘Generally for what reasons do you use email?’ (Q.8). Among all the participants, 99% 

answered the first question, and the response rate for the second question was 98%.  

Table 1 (Based on Question 7) 

Reasons for using Facebook % of 

Respondents 

Events (creating/seeing/joining) and meetings (set up) 19 

Communicating friends (connecting and keep in touch) 62 

Photos (sending/checking/seeing) 11 

General communication and interaction     

(personal/informal/group/academic/work) 

14 

Easy to reach many 6 
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Social Interaction/ Networking 8 

Fun/entertainment/relaxing  6 

Friends/everybody else uses it 3 

Communicating family/relatives 6 

News/Information/various updates (ex. Updates from own country) 7 

Finding old friends/relatives 2 

Communicating classmates(old/present) 2 

Chat/messaging 5 

Connect people/friends abroad 7 

Spy/stalk/flirt 3 

See what others are doing 5 

Curiosity 1 

Note: The total of the percentages of the respondents in Table 1 is greater than 100% because some respondents 

mentioned several reasons for why they used Facebook. 

Responding to the reasons for why the participants use Facebook, more than half of the 

respondents mentioned communicating with friends. It was the most mentioned reason for 

using Facebook. The other reasons were including connecting and keeping in touch with 

friends around the world, friends who are not living in the same city, connecting with old 

friends, and seeing pictures of friends. The following responses are few examples from the 

participants that indicate this theme: 

“Facebook has been evolved as an essential means of communication and to be 

precise, I usually stay in touch with my friends through Facebook” (Participant no. 

30) 

“Facebook is a tool for keeping in touch with friends” (Participant no. 11) 
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“Facebook enables easy chat and gives updates about friends’ lives! It has also 

helped me reunite with a few friends I had lost contact with since high school. 

Virtually no other network has done this for me” (Participant no. 18) 

“To keep in touch with friends and to invite friends to different events, sometimes 

school work (mostly group work as well)” (Participant no. 6) 

“It's a community site, and I have my friends there, which means much because I do 

not live in my home town” (Participant no. 46) 

 “To be updated about news and my friends, events, also it is easy to set 

appointments with friends” (Participant no. 66) 

“Mostly to chat with my friends and see their some new uploaded pix” (Participant 

no. 107) 

 “It's a good way to keep in touch with friends who live abroad, people I would not 

otherwise have been able to stay in touch with” (Participant no. 52) 

 “To keep contact with friends from home or who I meet during travelling” 

(Participant no. 72) 

“To communicate with friends that do not live in the same city and to let people 

know what I am doing in life (status updates)” (Participant no. 84) 

 “To communicate with my friend and relatives, and to easily contact with my friend 

and when we hang it's easier to write on Facebook. And also for flirting.” 

(Participant no. 99) 

“It is a good place to communicate with old friends and also knows about the other 

people ideas and get more information and some news” (Participant no. 39) 

“To keep in touch with friends, both the ones i do not see daily and the ones I do” 

(Participant no. 121) 

 “To connect with old friends, to learn what my friends are doing, how they are 

doing, where they are etc. for nearby friends to see their schedule for cafe, party or 

any other event. The rest is bla bla bla…”(Participant no. 222) 
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 “More information shared, more interactive, all the friends in one place” 

(Participant no. 148) 

“To keep in contact with friends from the past, but also to communicate with my 

new friends.” (Participant no. 286) 

“Keep in touch with long distant friends” (Participant no. 136) 

Mentioning the reasons for using Facebook, about one fifth of the respondents spoke about 

creating, seeing, or joining events and setting up meetings. This is one of the main reasons for 

what the participants use the medium.  

“All pub events and such are first written on Facebook, if you don't have it you miss 

a lot.” (Participant no. 300) 

“To get invited to events, see some photos sometimes, to communicate with multiple 

persons on threads” (Participant no. 279) 

“To get information about events, to comment/look at pictures, keep contact with 

people” (Participant no. 255) 

“To wish people happy birthday, to be updated about events” (Participant no. 306) 

“Attending events check up on people. Chat, look at pictures” (Participant no. 239) 

Sharing photos were one among the reasons mentioned by some respondents.  Sending, 

checking or seeing photos were one of the reasons for using the media. Among the 

participants who mentioned the main reason for using Facebook is for communicating with 

friends, some of them also mentioned about sharing photos on Facebook.  

“Instant communication, pictures sharing” (Participant no. 288) 

“Discussing, sharing, thoughts, articles, photos, pictures” (Participant no. 204) 

“Fun, updates, know what is happening in my friends life…seeing new pictures and 

refresh mood” (Participant no. 166) 

General communication and interaction was a reason to some respondents for using 

Facebook. Besides just saying communication in general, some of the respondents raised 

matters like personal/informal/group/academic/work communication they use Facebook.  
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“To communicate with my study and friends, about school and life in Uppsala” 

(Participant no. 309) 

“Communicating, and to see what other people are up to” (Participant no. 177) 

“To keep in touch with friends and to invite friends to different events, sometimes 

school work (mostly group work as well)” (Participant no. 69) 

“For personal communication, to have contact with my friends” (Participant no. 

37) 

“Promote myself as a private person in the public sphere and promote different 

projects that i am involved in, such as music, videogames and school” (Participant 

no. 204) 

“Communication, sharing videos, music etc. and to follow my friends” (Participant 

no. 319) 

Few respondents say that they use Facebook because of its easiness. Only a few mentioned 

that it is fun, entertaining or relaxing. Few respondents get news, information or various 

updates (ex. updates from their home country) through the medium, and only a few respond 

that they use Facebook for social interaction or networking. The following comments from 

the respondents are a few examples that reflect these reasons for using Facebook.  

“I use it in order to get more in touch with my former friend from my country and 

getting some updated information for what happened in my country now” 

(Participant no. 160) 

“To check what other people do and when I am bored, to get in contact with, to see 

what events are coming up. Connecting friends” (Participant no. 205) 

“It is very easy and convenient to use Facebook to keep contacts with friends” 

(Participant no. 183) 

“To easily get in contact with my friends in a rapid way” (Participant no. 303) 

“It's simple, easy to keep in touch with friends” (Participant no. 321) 

“Easy to stay in touch with friends’ wherever they are” (Participant no. 177) 
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“Everyone is already on it. Fast and simple communication” (Participant no. 109) 

 “Fun, updates, know what is happening in my friends life…seeing new pictures n 

refresh mood” (Participant no. 299) 

“Social networking, discover lost friends, for fun” (Participant no. 210) 

“Networking with friends. Keep myself updated of my network” (Participant no. 

311) 

A few participants use Facebook for communicating with family and relatives. A small 

number of respondents reported that they use Facebook because their friends and everybody 

else use it.  

  “Keep in touch with my friends and family; keep track of what happens in the rest 

of the world among the people I know” (Participant no. 179) 

“Family connection and post up pictures so friends and relatives can see” 

(Participant no. 280) 

‘‘All my friends who I am in contact with, use it” (Participant no. 100) 

 “Many of my friends have and so as to be well informed about my country is the 

faster way to be updated” (Participant no. 317) 

“Because my whole family and all my friends started to use it, and my mother also, 

therefore I felt obliged to start using it” (Participant no. 66) 

“All my friends are there. I have them all over the world so it's a good platform” 

(Participant no. 240) 

While there were various reasons that came forward for why the respondents use the medium, 

a very few mentioned spying/stalking/flirting.   

“To stay updated about my friends' activities, to 'spy' a little on people I do not 

know very well, to communicate with friends” (Participant no. 150) 

“Communication, entertainment, stalking” (Participant no. 253) 

“For updates, easy to contact with friends, spy on people” (Participant no. 90) 
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Table 2 (Based on Question 8)  

Reasons for using email % of Respondents 

Contact work/job/ Professional contacts (e.g official, business) 49 

Contact school (e.g study, professors) 36 

Important or general info (e.g job, offers, stores, restaurants’, different 

websites, register accounts, tickets) 

12 

Communication in general 14 

To send files/documents 4 

Serious/more important communication    8 

Contact friends 8 

More formal  9 

Personal/ private communication 3 

Check info and apply for jobs or internship 6 

Communicating family 3 

Communicating people who are not on Facebook 2 

More private than Facebook 1 

Just to check emails 1 

To send pictures 1 

Easy 1 

                                                                    Response Rate: 98% (313 of 321) 

Note: The total of the percentages of the respondents in Table 2 is greater than 100% because some of the 

respondents mentioned several reasons for what they use the communication tool. 

While talking about the reasons for using email, one of the main reasons that came up was to 

contact work place, and to maintain professional contacts. About half of the respondents 

spoke about this reason and this was the most mentioned reason for using the medium. Some 

comments from the respondents are given here that illustrate this cause.  
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“Lots of things: send and receive documents, official work communication, for 

educational communication with professors, scholarship search, internship etc. use 

it for formal as well as high privacy message exchange” (Participant no. 79) 

“Email is a lot more formal. It works with people who do not have a Facebook or 

problem that I have a professional relationship. Facebook is more personal” 

(Participant no. 44) 

“Especially for official purposes and sending messages to them, who are not 

frequently in Facebook” (Participant no. 177) 

“To communicate with people on a more professional level, i.e teachers, work 

associates and so on” (Participant no. 39) 

“Communicate more formally with people I do not know that well, e.g. Companies 

and employers” (Participant no. 56) 

“Important official contact or to him who does not have Facebook account” 

(Participant no. 299) 

“For contact with people and organizations that I have to contact with them and I 

think it is more useful than mail by post. It's free also and cheaper and as high tech 

it is a good system for communication” (Participant no. 138) 

“For more important matters, such as work and school, but also to talk to my mom, 

who does not use Facebook” (Participant no. 201) 

“Work, more formal forms of communications and talk to people that I do not talk 

with as often” (Participant no. 305) 

Contacting school, such as for studying purposes and communicating with professors was 

another reason mentioned by many participants for using email. The following comments are 

the instances that highlight this reason:  

“For more professional matters like work and school” (Participant no. 281) 

“Contact teachers or classmates about study, contact friends who do not use 

Facebook, receive subscription” (Participant no. 55) 
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“For informational reasons, more professional situations like emailing a teacher or 

someone at my job” (Participant no. 105) 

Some respondents mentioned they use email for important or general information (e.g job, 

offers, stores, restaurants, different websites, register for accounts, tickets).  

“If someone has to send me something important I usually give them my e-mail 

address” (Participant no. 200) 

“To sign up for online services, and more official communication like for work or 

school” (Participant no. 178) 

“Job information, University and company information, info from stores and 

restaurant” (Participant no. 12) 

“To use different websites and contact different people (mostly not friends)” 

(Participant no. 20) 

“Contact with others than friends” (Participant no. 203) 

“To communicate with people who are not necessarily friends” (Participant no. 

181) 

“To check outside my friends’ zone, communication with work, school, other 

communications” (Participant no. 6) 

“Communication with people other than friends or family” (Participant no. 309) 

“Contact people, companies etc. not friends mostly, then I use Facebook” 

(Participant no. 197) 

Some wrote that they use email for communication in general. While others said they use 

email for serious and more important communication. Only a few mentioned using email for 

sending files or documents.  

“Mostly for work and other things that require a more 'serious' approach” 

(Participant no. 10) 

“More serious reasons, may be when I have ordered something from the internet, or 

may be a job application” (Participant no. 192) 
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“More serious professional communication, studies, job and so on” (Participant no. 

303) 

“More important communication, such as work related things” (Participant no. 19) 

“Study/work need, eg. emailing professors/course mates. Discuss serious issue” 

(Participant no. 221) 

“For more important communication types” (Participant no. 102) 

“Work and more serious communication” (Participant no. 83) 

A few respondents mentioned contacting friends, and a few also reported that they use email 

for more formal, personal or private communication.  

“When I need to contact teachers, people I do not know on a personal level, write 

formal messages” (Participant no. 265) 

“To write longer and elaborated messages, it's a more formal kind of 

communication” (Participant no. 3) 

“Communicate; send documents, for anything that is more private than anything I'd 

send through Facebook” (Participant no. 220) 

“It is more official affairs, universities, teachers, colleagues, and also applications” 

(Participant no. 319) 

“For more formal communication like with my boss” (Participant no. 109) 

“More formal reasons, not so much communicating with friends” (Participant no. 

240) 

“More formal communication with employees, group mates” (Participant no. 90) 

A few participants revealed that they use email to check job information and apply for jobs or 

internships.   

“For applying e.g internship, job, or to send text to peoples that are not on my 

Facebook and to communicate with teachers” (Participant no. 159) 

“More important things like job applications etc.” (Participant no. 48) 
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“To send more important stuff that what I cannot do on Facebook, such as apply for 

jobs” (Participant no. 5) 

A small minority of the respondents said they use email to communicate with people who are 

not on Facebook. Finally, a small number of respondents spoke about communicating with 

family via email.  

“For writing to people who does not use Facebook, and send more serious emails to 

like company customer services and stuff like that” (Participant no. 125) 

“School work, when I have to send e-mail applications, I also email with my dad, he 

does not have Facebook” (Participant no. 310) 

“Mostly for formal communication and to keep contact with friends who are not in 

Facebook society” (Participant no. 230) 

“To contact people I do not have on Facebook” (Participant no. 155) 

A very small number of respondents (1%) mentioned that the medium is easy to use for 

communication purposes.  

 “It's a fast and easy way to communicate with everyone i need to communicate 

with” (Participant no. 93)  

“Communication is easy with parties that you have not had contact with before” 

(Participant no. 117) 

4.2. Results of the Focus Group Discussions  
The results from the focus group discussions are presented in different segments based on the 

participants’ central points of discussion and the main issues raised regarding Facebook and 

email. The segments are made to highlight different themes raised in all of the group 

discussions.  

Facebook as a mode of communication: Facebook was described as an easier and faster 

mode of communication. Most of the participants discussed and agreed that it is easy to 

follow the updates of others with a single click without even contacting people. They think 

Facebook makes it easier to know what others are doing without having to ask. The 

participants compared Facebook with a news page where they can find news about their 
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friends. Facebook was described as an informal mode of communication. A participant 

defined Facebook as a warmer kind of communication, and others agreed with that definition. 

All of the participants considered Facebook as a convenient medium to communicate with 

friends, one participant pronounced that on Facebook “You can communicate, see pictures, 

everything together”, everyone else replied with “yes, yes”. The participants talked about 

using Facebook for various communication acts, and according to some participants, email 

was a tool for specific communication and suitable only for certain topics, other participants 

of that group also agreed with this statement. One of the participants believed that email is a 

convenient medium to communicate with people you do not know but Facebook is more 

about communicating with people you do know; other participants of the group agreed with 

her.  Some comments from the discussions are given here that reflect the above points.   

“It’s very easy to use, you just open the website and then you can see a lot of friends 

and news at the same time, you do not need to contact everyone.” (Participant no.2) 

“Facebook in some way is a very local news page that you get to know what 

happens to your friends. You cannot use email in that way. It’s much more 

entertainment in that way. You can log in to Facebook and just look.” (Participant 

no. 4) 

“Faster mode of communication cause it’s a sort of texting people just on their 

smart phones. You might check your email once a day but you may never log off 

Facebook during the entire day.” (Participant no. 4) 

 “You do not need to actively contact anyone and ask –hello, what are you doing? 

You just go to the news feed.” (Participant no. 1) 

“Email is someone consciously writing something very specific to you about a 

certain topic but on Facebook they are writing something in general that they would 

like to share with whoever they have accepted as friend...the people you do not know 

may mail you. But on Facebook you usually accept people who you know.” 

(Participant no.4) 

“It becomes more lot of a world news thing depending on how diverse your friends 

are.” (Participant no.4) 

“I use Facebook to communicate with my grand mom.” (Participant no.2) 
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Communication with friends via Facebook: All of the participants considered Facebook as 

a platform for communicating with friends. The participants think Facebook is a more 

informal way of communication, so it is the preferred way to communicate with friends. 

Facebook was discussed as a tool to reunite with people who have not been in contact for a 

long time. It is also a tool through which participants can communicate with their friends, 

especially those whom they do not see every day or even during an entire year. For 

connecting with friends all of the participants preferred Facebook. In relation to this, one of 

the participants said “Because it’s easier. Since people check Facebook more.” Participants 

said they used email earlier to communicate with friends, and send pictures. However, now 

they use Facebook to serve this purpose. All of the participants of the focus groups agreed that 

they communicate with friends mainly via Facebook. Yet, some said that sometimes they 

have to use email to communicate with a few friends because those friends do not use 

Facebook.   

“I have some friends I didn’t see for long time , one of them also moved to Europe 

and just got married and started her new life. I did not know that information 

before. But when she came to Europe she started using Facebook and uploaded 

some photos then I saw, aha now you look like this and your husband look like 

this.”  (Participant no. 2)  

“I have added friends whom I did not have so much contact with. But I know what 

they are doing and they know what i am doing through images and status update.” 

(Participant no. 3)  

“You can use it to talk with your friends abroad but you also use it to talk with 

people who are also in your home town”.  (Participant no. 12) 

 “Friends from all over the world you cannot see every day.” (Participant no. 7)  

“When connecting with friends in different countries I used email but now I do it on 

Facebook.” (Participant no. 6)  

“From my point of view, it’s not possible to communicate every friends or family 

members every day; if I use Facebook then i can see what’s the update, what they 

are doing actually.” (Participant no.16)  
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“I can connect so many friends in a very short time and easily. I also have such 

friend who mail me because they are not on Facebook, and they live in my home 

land.” (Participant no.14) 

Sharing pictures and feelings on Facebook: The focus group participants discussed 

Facebook as a space for sharing pictures and feelings, and also a way to see other’s pictures 

and updates. And, therefore, it has become an important part of their lives which cannot be 

ignored. A participant added that through photos on Facebook she can see her friends grow 

up. Sharing photos on Facebook was also described as a way to let friends know about their 

current situations. The participants stated that it is easy to share photos via Facebook.  

 “...I sometimes share my feelings, my photographs. So it’s a part of life, and a thing 

that you cannot ignore.” (Participant no. 15)  

“It’s the only possible tool where you can post your photos, feelings, views and so 

on wherever you are.” (Participant no. 16) 

“In my case I have young family members, and honestly you can watch on Facebook 

grow up via the pictures. So in that case it turns out to be a timeline both forward 

and backward of pictures.” (Participant no. 4) 

“I sometimes upload the photos I take because usually some friends sometimes write 

me ‘Where are you?’ ‘What are you doing?’ something like that. So I upload some 

photos then they will know where I am and what I am doing.” (Participant no. 1) 

“I was sending pictures before through mail but now it is easier to do it via 

Facebook.” (Participant no. 6) 

For group communication and organizing events: Most of the participants discussed and 

agreed that Facebook helps to maintain group communication and organize events. Most of 

the participants said that they have group for their class which they found very helpful.  They 

usually communicate with classmates via the group on Facebook, and use email sometimes to 

send files. The respondents said, on Facebook groups everyone in the class can see if there is 

any news for them. One participant said “if the lecture is cancelled you warn that on Facebook 

then everyone knows. I got my information first on my Facebook then on my mail.” The 

discussions also explored Facebook as an easier tool for organizing events.  
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 “I am working with a Chinese and Swedish student organization. So we are using 

Facebook group to work, to collaborate. So I think it’s important. So I’m using 

Facebook to communicate that group.” (Participant no.1) 

“...besides friends we use Facebook for society, party, groups.” (Participant no. 6)  

“We use private messages to several friends at a time, like group message for 

attending in a party. That’s a good way to share information with more than one 

person.” (Participant no.7) 

“Arranging event is easy on Facebook cause we all can discuss about participating 

there, specially checking like what time, what to bring, how is going.” (Participant 

no. 9) 

Personal communication on Facebook: The focus group participants discussed what 

Facebook method they preferred for personal communication, for example, if they preferred 

writing on someone’s wall or sending private messages. All of the participants said they use 

private message in most cases and always when they think the matter related to personal 

issues. Most of the participants said they prefer to send private messages on Facebook when 

the content contains something they do not want many people to see except the person or 

group of people they are writing to.  They agreed that sending a private message is like 

sending an email. Some participants said that they only write on a person’s wall those things 

that are not really personal and not a problem if other people see, like saying “Happy 

birthday.” However, the participants also discussed that what is personal to one may not be 

really personal to others, it varies from person to person what is considered personal.  

“Because you do not need everyone to know when and where you are meeting. If it’s 

something personal, then you know it’s no one else’s business. So anything at all 

that is personal I put into a message which is somewhat like email but you can 

access it via Facebook.” (Participant no. 10) 

“If I write something on my friend’s wall then it must be that i think he or she would 

like to show off that. Like, I say congratulations for your new job or wish you good 

luck when you go somewhere for a trip.” (Participant no. 2) 

“We do public things, like when it is someone’s birthday.” (Participant no. 11) 

“We use wall for non-personal stuff.” (Participant no. 9) 
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“Private communications are always private.” (Participant no. 15)  

“It varies person to person who wants what to keep private. Some people post 

mobile phone numbers on the wall, but others just send on inbox. So there is the 

option that what you do not want others to see you send it as a private message 

instead of writing on wall.” (Participant no. 13) 

Satisfaction derived from Facebook: Most of the participants discussed that it is fun to use 

Facebook. All of the participants agreed that sometimes they use Facebook when they are 

bored. Most of the participants considered Facebook as a medium for being entertained. Most 

of the participants said that Facebook is faster, so sometimes it works to communicate with 

friends instead of sending a text message to them. Participants said they liked Facebook 

because it provides many options. All of the participants discussed and agreed that Facebook 

is such a medium where they can get information without even asking for that particular 

information, particularly news related to friends. One of the participants said Facebook is 

serving the purpose of a high school reunion, because they can see those people on Facebook 

so they do not need to go to a reunion. Some participants said that Facebook is better than 

email; they also discussed that it is easy to maintain a long distance relationship via Facebook. 

Facebook is the fastest way to get information about many people. The participants liked 

using Facebook because they get lots of dimensions in communication features. Other issues 

they discussed were using Facebook for recreation. Facebook is full of memories; it is 

multidimensional, it is user-friendly, it is easy to remember friends, it is part of life. Facebook 

is an alternative media where people can share whatever happens in their lives, it has 

everything on a single page, such as photos, private messages, news, etc. Participants said it is 

easy to get updates through someone’s wall or through their own newsfeed. Some participants 

said it is an amazing medium, and there are more things to do now because of Facebook. A 

few participants said that Facebook is a good tool to communicate with the kind of people 

with whom they would otherwise feel too shy to communicate with face-to-face. The 

following comments from the participants reflect the above issues:  

“You can do everything on Facebook, they offer you all the services including 

chat.” (Participant no. 6) 

“It’s a kind of entertainment, and memories. You can see pictures and it’s kind of 

look back on memories.”(Participant no.4) 
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“Facebook is more, for me, something like fun. When I have time or when I get 

bored and I have nothing to do in the class then I check it otherwise.” (Participant 

no. 2)  

“There are so many dimensions on Facebook, on email you write text but on 

Facebook there are different ways to communicate.” (Participant no. 8) 

“Facebook is an amazing thing. They came like a very simple one and they 

improving themselves quite fast. The point is that now we have more things to do. 

Starting from the individual life, family or social life, it is also getting importance in 

cultural life. Facebook has everything in one single page, I mean you can do all 

these from one page. You can post music, post pictures, it’s kind of multimedia or 

multi-dimensional.” (Participant no. 13)  

“You can see whatever you want. You do not have to request anything, when you 

are friends with someone you get information about the person right away. You do 

not have to wait that person to email you. You can always go to wall and see what’s 

going on.” (Participant no. 4) 

“It’s completely different from others, it has user-friendly applications. Facebook is 

introducing lots of features and they are studying what new users intend to use in 

this communication. So people are feeling life Facebook is part of their life. They 

get everything there, their friends, family.” (Participant no. 15) 

“Earlier I had to remember all of my friends name to mail them. If I do not see 

them, I do not remember them but if I get update of someone on news feed on FB 

that helps me to remember my friends... It is kind of an alternative media. Something 

new, exciting, terrible, bad, whatever happening in people’s life they are sharing. 

These are great thing.” (Participant no. 13)  

 “Seeing others photos, it’s a kind of recreation.” (Participant no. 14) 

“Facebook is more users friendly but email is not.” (Participant no. 16)  

“There are some groups or pages on Facebook where interested people are writing 

about something, now we know more than before, since the advent of Facebook is 

making life easier... You can easily add people on Facebook whom you know but 
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feel shy to talk face to face but Facebook makes it easier continue communication 

with this type of people.” (Participant no. 13)  

“Facebook is serving the part of high school reunion. Because before Facebook you 

would come back after 20-30 years and see how people are doing after high school 

but now you do not need to go high school reunion, you can see that on Facebook.” 

(Participant no. 4) 

Professional communication on Facebook: Most of the participants said they usually do 

not use Facebook in a professional setting. Many participants said they have their boss 

added as a friend on Facebook but that they do not communicate about anything official 

there. However, two participants had different opinions about this professional and non-

professional use of Facebook. They think Facebook can be used sometimes in 

professional communications as well.  

“I have my boss on FB. I will Facebook her but for job stuff I’ll email her or call. 

And on Facebook that’s different so we have a line between professional and non–

professional.” (Participant no. 10) 

“...I think those lines are blurring. People from work are adding each other, and 

messaging to people about work stuff.” (Participant no. 5)  

“Some professionals just say ok leave a message on Facebook.” (Participant no. 

15)  

 “But they are like my director or boss, I would never be Facebooking.” 

(Participant no. 9) 

 “My boss added me but I never use it for professional issues.” (Participant no. 10)  

Other issues raised regarding Facebook: Beside the above points, the participants raised 

some other uses for Facebook. Some participants said sometimes Facebook works as bio-data 

or a kind of Curriculum Vitae (CV). To some of the participants, Facebook is not only used 

for social networking and communicating with people but it is also a helpful medium to see 

other profiles and to get basic information and to get an impression about someone. The 

participants talked about checking Facebook after waking up in the morning, most of them 

agreed that they check Facebook, but some participants had different opinions about that, they 

argued that sometimes they check email first, especially when they are anticipating receiving 
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an important email. Some participants think that Facebook is helpful to make relationships 

stronger, especially a long-distance relationship. However, one of the participants stated that 

Facebook can be the cause of a break-up. The participant (Participant no. 5) gave an example 

that “Perhaps your Facebook activity or comments posted on your wall may cause your 

partner to be jealous” Some of the participants said Facebook is a good platform to share 

something with someone they are too shy to speak with face-to-face. One participant 

(Participant no. 6) considered Facebook as “personal Wikileaks” and others agreed. Some 

participants talked and agreed that Facebook sometimes can lead to make someone depressed 

because sometimes people present their life in a more colorful way than what it is in reality. 

For example, a comment from one of the participants (Participant no. 4) was: “Facebook 

somewhat makes you depressed because you sort or sensor what you put on Facebook 

yourself, you do not put horrible photos of you, you usually do not update status saying bad 

stuff that happens to you. So you post good things, good pictures of you when you are on a 

vacation...Others think my life is boring.” The participants then discussed the existence of 

Facebook. The majority agreed that the existence of Facebook is important for them. Two out 

of the sixteen participants said it will not be a problem if Facebook disappears, but others 

participants did not agree with them. The participants also talked about their privacy concern 

on Facebook, most of them agreed that it is important to take care of the privacy setting on 

Facebook. The following comments reflect the above themes:  

“Employers also check you on Facebook sometimes before recruiting.” (Participant 

no. 16) 

“I search people who are going to interview me. Like, maybe, I got an email from a 

certain company or organizations, and I can see who is the manager or who is the 

chief thing in the department. Then if I know the name I search it on LinkedIn and 

Facebook. Maybe you cannot see the whole page of the person, but I can at least see 

which university s/he studied and which kind of experiences s/he has.” (Participant 

no. 1) 

“You can have a new email ID everyday but you cannot have a Facebook profile 

every day, it’s kind of your bio-data.”(Participant no.13)  

“Facebook presents you more elaborately but you cannot do that on email.” 

(Participant no. 15) 
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 “If I am supposed to get anything urgent I do check mail first, otherwise 

Facebook.”(Participant no. 10)  

 “I do Facebook first. I log in to Facebook and then do others.” (Participant no. 9) 

“When people cannot tell you something in person they use Facebook to tell you 

that. When they think it is embarrassing but they want to share it with you they use 

Facebook.” (Participant no. 12) 

“I cannot imagine that Facebook will disappear.” (Participant no. 11) 

 “But sometimes it is not satisfying because a lot of people have the tendency to post 

the good things that are happening in their life, their life looks more glamorous than 

it actually is.” (Participant no. 10) 

 “People are getting addicted to Facebook. Sometimes people are not aware about 

their privacy on FB which is not really good. I take care of everything whatever I 

upload on FB.” (Participant no. 13) 

 “You need to read carefully what the privacy setting information says otherwise 

only a word can lead you to miss your privacy.” (Participant no. 16)  

Issues raised and discussed about email: All of the focus group participants considered 

email as a more formal means of communication; because of this it is the preferred 

medium for professional communication. Some of the participants said using email is like 

a habit since they have been using it for so long. All of the participants agreed that email 

sometimes works as a supplementary medium of communication. For example, email is 

used to communicate with a few friends who are not on Facebook or who cannot access 

Facebook as in China were the website is censored. Some said they send documents via 

email to their classmates, but otherwise most of the participants communicate with their 

classmates on Facebook. The participants also talked about email for group 

communication or group messages to friends, but no one said they use email for this kind 

of communication. A majority of the participants said email is something very serious. A 

participant said though she used Facebook to communicate with friends, she preferred 

email to communicate with a friend if there was a serious issue to talk about, and then 

they would exchange long messages to each other.  
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“E-mail is more when you contact the company you tend to use email.” (Participant 

no. 3) 

“It is somewhat like habit. So we continued to use email. But may be later I know 

someone but I do not know their email but I know their Facebook. Then Facebook is 

much more convenient to communicate.” (Participant no. 2) 

“We had a classmate who does not use Facebook. So for a seminar we were on the 

same group, then we moved to email for that seminar group so that she can join in 

our conversation.” (Participant no. 11) 

“For group message to friends, in previous year I used email for such 

communication but this year I do not use email. Last year I used email all the time 

but not now...I use Facebook now.” (Participant no. 6) 

“We use email for some friends who do not have Facebook. For example I have a 

friend in England and she does not have Facebook so we use email to 

communicate.” (Participant no. 10) 

“If there is something serious, my friends and I usually communicate through email. 

For example, a friend of mine had really tough time a couple of weeks ago. She 

emailed me instead of sending a Facebook message. And then I responded. That was 

kind of a very long message.” (Participant no. 9) 

“Checking email is unavoidable, because professors are sending mails, mails from 

colleagues and seminars...meetings reminders popping up every day.”(Participant 

no. 13) 

“I use email for formal purpose, when I approach something formal then email the 

person.”(Participant no. 14)  

“We use Facebook for communicating with classmates, but email only when we 

want to send something, like documents or summaries.” (Participant no.12) 

“I have to mail a few of my friends who live in China, they cannot access Facebook 

so we use email to communicate, but otherwise I use Facebook to communicate with 

my friends.” (Participant no. 2) 
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Time spent on Facebook and email: The participants laughed when the discussion topic was 

raised about how much time they spend on Facebook. In one focus group everyone together 

said “a lot, a lot.” Most of the participants in all the focus groups agreed that they tend to 

spend a lot of time on Facebook, if they have time. The participants said it varies how many 

times they check email or how much time they spend on email. They usually check email one 

or two times per day, but sometimes they check more when they know something important 

will come.  Most of the participants said they keep their Facebook profile signed in, whenever 

they get time or feel bored or have a break from study they just open the Facebook window to 

see updates and posts from friends and other groups. Some participants said they check 

Facebook more often on their mobile phones. They feel it is an addiction but they still do it 

because it has become a habit.  

“I check my email maybe once a day but sometimes I do it several times a day. 

Because I get most of my important information via Facebook. If I know an 

important email is coming in, then I’ll check. But I communicate with my family 

mainly through Facebook, I get a lot of information about my classes via Facebook, 

because my group, my core group – we have this on-going on Facebook pages, and 

a lot of questions that pop up, like where is class, then we go directly to the 

Facebook page instead of doing email or using phones to contact people, so stay 

connected about our class all the time via Facebook.” (Participant no. 4) 

“We are communicating on Facebook so much.” (Participant no. 8) 

“I just check Facebook on my phone, because it’s there and it’s so easy.” 

(Participant no. 10) 

 “When you have Facebook on your phone you always...It’s an addiction.” 

(Participant no. 11) 

“Checking Facebook every day and it just becomes habit.” (Participant no. 2) 

“We spend a lot of time, but if I don’t check Facebook one day I would not miss 

anything important Yeah I will miss friends saying something about a cute cat or 

something.” (Participant no. 3) 
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4.3 Analysis of the Results 

4.3.1. Summary of the Results 

The findings show that students have distinguished two main purposes of using email and 

Facebook where the first one is regarded as a formal and professional medium and the later 

one as an informal and non-professional medium. Students use email for some specific 

reasons that include professional contacts for work, education and document sharing whereas 

Facebook is mainly used for informal contact mostly with friends and family and sharing 

photos, creating and joining events. Both of the media seem to be useful for the students and 

many of them have them bookmarked on their personal computer and even on their smart 

phones. However, the study reveals that the majority of the students spend more time on 

Facebook than using email.  

The results show multiple contexts of students’ usages of both media. For example, the major 

contexts for using Facebook were to communicate with friends, share photos with friends, 

maintain personal communication, and create and join events and meetings. Many students 

have considered Facebook as an easy medium to use in order to reach many in the network 

and it is also treated as a platform for fun and relaxation. Facebook has been useful for 

general communication in various domains, such as personal, group or academic, and for 

getting news and updates, connecting people abroad and for seeing what others are doing. On 

the other hand, students use email mainly to maintain professional contacts, for example, to 

communicate with an organization or employer, communicate with teachers and share 

documents (e.g., PDF files). Some students also use email to get some general information 

(e.g., jobs, offers, stores, restaurants, different websites, register for accounts, tickets). 

The students use both email and Facebook for communicating with their family although use 

of email for this purpose has decreased a lot compared to previous years. Some students 

accept their teachers as friends on Facebook, but they do not usually talk with their teachers 

regarding educational matters. Students use email as the medium of choice to contact their 

teachers. Email is also used as a supplementary medium to Facebook as sometimes students 

use email to contact friends or people who are not on Facebook. The study results show that 

all the students have been using email for at least three years; while most, but not all of the 

participants, have been using Facebook for just as long. 
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The results have explored some changes in students’ communication patterns in the last two 

years in terms of Facebook and email usage. For personal communication, for sharing photos 

with friends, for communicating with friends and family the use of email has decreased 

significantly compared to how it was used two years ago. On the other hand, the use of 

Facebook has increased in the same contexts over the past two years. One exception in this 

case is in regards to contact with family members. Results show that students still use email 

more than Facebook for family communication. However, the trend of accepting Facebook by 

the students has increased and therefore, the use of email is being rejected for some purposes. 

For example, communicating and sharing photos with friends on Facebook has replaced 

sending photos to friends via email. Two years ago students used to check their email first 

when they woke up in the morning, but now they check Facebook. Another significant change 

that this study found was that the amount of time students used to spend on email two years 

ago has decreased immensely, and by contrast the students spend more time on Facebook than 

ever before. Purposes that were not subject to remarkable change were attaching documents, 

to communicate with teachers and to communicate with organizations or employers, students 

continue to strictly use email for these three purposes. 

Now if we turn to students’ perceptions toward Facebook and email, the study findings show 

that the students identified Facebook as an easier, faster, warmer and more convenient mode 

of communication. Students feel that Facebook makes it is possible to know about people 

with a single click without having to ask them what they are doing. Students considered 

Facebook as a platform for communicating with friends. They think that on Facebook it is 

possible to see activities and the lives of friends who live far away and cannot be seen for 

long periods of time, and they can also reconnect with people who they have been out of 

touch with for a long time. Students think that Facebook is a kind of ‘friends’ news page 

where they can access news about friends. Some of the students perceived Facebook as a tool 

to communicate more with people they know, whereas email is to contact people they do not 

know about a ‘very specific and certain topic’.  Students think that Facebook is a space for 

sharing photos and feelings; they think it is very easy to do that on Facebook, and through 

pictures friends can know a friend’s present situation and even how those friends are growing 

up. Facebook was identified as a helpful media to maintain group communication and 

organize events.  It was also defined as an easier media for students to communicate with their 

classmates via Facebook groups, but they think it is easier to use email when they share files 

with classmates. Some students feel sending private messages on Facebook is similar to 
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sending an email. Because when they want to communicate something that is personal on 

Facebook they do so by sending a personal message. If they have something general to say 

they may choose instead to write on a friend’s wall. Students described Facebook in different 

ways, like ‘it is recreation’, ‘it’s memories’, ‘it’s multidimensional’, ‘it’s user-friendly’ ‘it’s 

part of life’, ‘it’s an easy tool to remember friends’, ‘it has everything in a single page’, ‘ it’s 

helpful to get rid of boringness’, ‘it’s fun to use and entertaining sometimes’ and ‘it’s an 

amazing medium’. Some students think Facebook is faster than email and more similar to 

sending a text message, and they also think there are a variety of options and lots of 

dimensions in the various features for communication on Facebook. Some students think 

Facebook is a better communication tool compared to email for maintaining long-distance 

relationships.  Students spend a lot of time on Facebook, often they keep themselves signed in  

and they look through it whenever they have spare time. Yet, how much time they spend on 

email varies, sometimes the students just check their email once or twice a day and other 

times they check more frequently, especially if they know something important should come. 

Some students think that because of Facebook there are more things to do. The students also 

think that Facebook sometimes works as a personal profile that reveals basic information and 

allows them to form an impression about someone they do not know. A majority of the 

students have just one profile on Facebook while many of the students have two, three or 

more email accounts.  

The existence of Facebook was important to the students. However, besides all these positive 

perceptions about Facebook, a few students think that Facebook can lead to depression to its 

users. Some people present their lives in more colorful ways through pictures on Facebook 

which may result in a person feeling that their own life is dull or uneventful. Although the 

students perceived Facebook as a friendly medium for communication in many ways, there is 

one exception and that is that it is not the appropriate media for communication with 

professionals and jobs. It is ok for some students to add their boss on Facebook but they do 

not use this means of communication for work-related issues. The students think email is a 

more formal mode, thus, they prefer email for professional communication. A number of the 

students believed that they continue to use email today because they have been using it for so 

long. The students perceived email as a reliable tool for sharing documents, like attaching 

PDF files. Many students think Facebook cannot serve all the purposes of email, and some 

students perceived email as something very serious.  
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4.3.2. Theoretical Reflections 
The results of this study support a basic concept of Uses & Gratifications research. The 

reasons for students’ email and Facebook usage were clearly distinguished by the 

characteristics of the media. The specific needs they intend to fill ranges from the specific 

time of usage to the context of usage and to the chosen content. The most salient contexts for 

using Facebook were for communicating with friends (connecting with new friends and 

keeping in touch with old friends), creating events, sharing and seeing photos and interacting 

with general activities (group, academic, work etc.). These findings support the study results 

of Raacke and Bonds-Raacke who have found the most common reasons for using Facebook 

are ‘to keep in touch with old friends’, ‘to keep in touch with current friends’, ‘to post / look 

at pictures’,  ‘to learn about events’, ‘to post social functions’,  ‘to share information about 

yourself’ (Raacke & Bonds-Raacke, 2008). Similarly, the key reasons for using email by the 

students were reported mostly for contacting faculty, for educational purposes and official 

contact to organizations, and for work or jobs. These findings reflect many earlier studies (e.g. 

Hinkle, 2002, Bloch, 2002). Both Hinkle and Bloch have shown that email has played a vital 

role in communication between students and faculty. Despite the fact that their findings are 

ten years old, the present study has drawn similar conclusions regarding students’ habits 

today. This fact clearly indicates the basic tenet of Uses & Gratification approach, that is, that 

gratification is sought and gratification is obtained through the use of email for professional 

purposes. 

 

This study reported that Facebook is a platform for fun and relaxation and sometimes 

entertainment. Students used Facebook for getting updates about news and events, seeing 

what others are doing, sharing and seeing picture and for general information (e.g., store 

information, offers alerts). On the other hand, email was identified as a reliable and serious 

medium. Student used email for educational purposes (contacting faculty and attaching 

documents) and in organizational (job and general query) contexts. These results support 

another basic principle of the Uses & Gratification Theory that states that different reasons 

lead to different media use. The motives of media use can be divided into two general 

categories: (i) instrumental and (ii) habitual. The instrumental users purposefully seek all 

types of information whereas habitual users are more selective in their act of media 

consumption (Rubin, 1984). Therefore, in this context, the study results indicate that due to 

multiple features of information and communication, Facebook fills the instrumental need of 

the students and the habitual need is completed by the use of email. 
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The results of the study are also compatible with the basic assumption of Media Richness 

Theory (MRT). When comparing Facebook and email, the students identified Facebook as an 

easier, faster and more convenient mode of communication to maintain their network. One of 

the main components of media richness is immediacy. In terms of the immediacy, Facebook 

is found richer than email. Facebook is also found as multi-dimensional, entertaining, user-

friendly and a combination of everything in a single page. These stated points have come 

from the multiple features of Facebook that include everything from a short comment in a 

post on a Facebook wall, to inbox messages, pictures, sharing links, uploading videos and a 

variety of emoticons. These communication options can be considered as multiple 

communication languages in line with the MRT’s other requirements, such as language 

variety and focus on personal traits. The variety of language implies the capacity of the media 

to convey natural language and numbers or graphs that work as a component of effective 

communication. In the context of Facebook, posting something on a wall, commenting on a 

post, inbox messaging, sharing links or photos all show Facebook’s richness in terms of 

language variety. On the other hand, in terms of the capacity to focus on personal traits, 

Facebook provides users with a personal profile and a mode for interpersonal communication 

in words as well as emoticons. A Facebook profile helps to provide basic information about 

the profile holder that can serve as a short introduction to others, both known and unknown to 

the user. 

 

On the other hand, email has shown that it has media richness in terms of content sharing. 

With a view to educational and organizational contact, students used email for serious and 

reliable communication including formal plain text and file attachment (PDF files).  This 

result supports the Lan and Sie study who reported that in terms of content richness, email had 

the highest rate among SMS and RSS in a mobile learning environment (Lan & Sie, 2010). 

From a strategic communication management perspective, MRT suggests that effective 

managers select medium considering the degree of richness required by their tasks or specific 

objective (Trevino, Lengel & Daft, 1987). In this view, the study revealed that the students 

used email and Facebook for different reasons and specific tasks after realizing the differences 

with the medium’s characteristics, structure and functions. 
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Chapter 5: Discussion and Conclusion 

5.1. Discussion 
The analysis of the findings shows that although students use Facebook for many purposes 

they keep their professional and formal communication (e.g with employers or teachers) 

limited to email. For all other purposes of communication apart from contacting family and 

sharing files, students generally use Facebook. They use both Facebook and email for 

communicating with family but the growing acceptance of Facebook for this purpose 

increased considerably over the past two years and the use of email for this purpose has also 

decreased which indicates that there is a clear shift from email to Facebook as the medium 

used for communicating with family. It is worth noting that more students regularly check 

Facebook before email when they go onto the Internet in the morning, which is an indication 

of the students’ increased affection towards Facebook. As the analysis shows, students have 

been using email for a longer period of time than Facebook which is a relatively new media to 

some students. Not surprisingly, the students have a firm position regarding the use of email 

for serious and formal communication, since they are accustomed to using email and they 

have developed the habit of using email as a medium for reliable communication. The 

students mostly use Facebook for daily communication; however, email is their fundamental 

choice for professional communication. They also use email as a supplementary medium to 

Facebook. For example, only a few of the students surveyed used email to communicate with 

friends or people who are not on Facebook that means that they choose a different media 

according to their needs and satisfaction but they could not completely reject email. Students’ 

perception of Facebook is that it is multidimensional and for that reason they spend much 

time on it whereas their perception of email is more concrete and related to a specific purpose.  

The change in students’ media choices in comparison to previous years is a valuable 

exploration for this study. Earlier the students used email for all sorts of communication (both 

formal and informal), but now the students have transitioned to using Facebook for informal 

purposes. The students are using Facebook for many reasons including its easiness, and they 

think it is relaxing and entertaining, which means media characteristics are important factors 

for students when they choose a new media or when they give priority to a specific medium.  
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5.2. Limitations 
Although the study was conducted carefully, the researcher was aware of some of the 

shortcomings of this study.  

First of all, the focus groups were small and there were not very many participants, therefore 

it can be a matter of question whether or not the results are representative of a majority of the 

students.   

Secondly, a sizeable portion of the questionnaires were distributed at several different 

campuses of the university, and some of the students were sitting in groups during when the 

questionnaires were being filled out. It is possible that some of the individual respondents 

may have been influenced by collaboration with their friends.  

Thirdly, the students had to answer some comparative questions such as Facebook and email 

usage now and two years ago, it cannot be confidently said that they filled out those questions 

with enough care or that they could clearly remember to what extent they used the media two 

years ago. 

5.3. Conclusion 
This study focuses on the use of email and Facebook by students in their daily communication 

activities.  Through this study I wanted to explore three research questions. (RQ. 1) In what 

contexts do students use Facebook and email for everyday communication? (RQ.2.) Have the 

students shifted their use of media from email to Facebook or Facebook to email for specific 

communication contexts over the last two years? (RQ.3.) How do students perceive and 

compare both Facebook and email in terms of their communication aspects? I have applied 

two theories: Uses & Gratifications and Media Richness Theory to analyze the findings of the 

study. In relation to RQ. 1, the study results show that students are using both email and 

Facebook to serve various communication purposes, but they made a distinction between the 

two media: professional and non-professional, formal and informal. To the students Facebook 

is more non-professional, informal, and relaxing mode of communication whereas email is 

more professional and formal. Students use Facebook mainly to ‘communicate with friends 

and family’ ‘share photos with friends’ ‘maintain personal communication’ and ‘create and 

join events and meetings’. The results show that there is a tendency among the students to 

blend the use of both media for communication according to their needs and satisfaction; they 
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use both mediums for communicating with family. The students use email for communicating 

with organizations, professionals and teachers, and to share electronic files.  

Concerning RQ. 2, the results show that there have been changes in students’ communication 

patterns in the last two years, especially in terms of personal communication, photo sharing, 

communication with friends and family. The results show that the use of email has decreased 

in these communication purposes, and these communications are now mainly taking place 

through Facebook. The results also show that more students now check Facebook first when 

they wake up in the morning. On the other hand, the study results show that there were no 

changes which occurred in students’ use of email for attaching PDF files, for communicating 

with teachers and for communicating with organizations or employers; students are firm about 

email for these three purposes.  

Regarding RQ. 3, the results show that the students perceived Facebook as a platform for 

communicating with friends and maintaining group communication and organizing events. 

They also perceived the media as an easier, faster, and more convenient mode of 

communication. The students keep office issues separate from Facebook even though they 

may be friends with their bosses on Facebook. The results show that students perceive email 

as the more formal mode of the two which is why they chose email for professional 

communication. Several of the students believed that they continue to use email because they 

have been using it for long time and it has become a habit. The students perceived email as a 

reliable tool for sharing documents, like attaching PDF files. Students do not think that 

Facebook can serve all the purposes of email.  

The results of the study show some additional information that students spend more time on 

Facebook compared to email. Students bookmarked both of the media on their personal 

computers and smart phones, but some of the students only had Facebook bookmarked on 

their smart phones. 

To conclude, it can be said that email remains a channel for professional and formal 

communications, like communicating with office or work or teachers. Facebook became a 

part of many students’ everyday lives for social communications like connecting with friends, 

sharing photos with friends, maintaining events, doing personal communications and so on. 

However, students use both Facebook and email to communicate with family but the trend is 

shifting towards Facebook. There have been changes in students’ communications patterns. 

Email is no longer a mode for all sorts of online communication; the use of email for personal 
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communication and social purposes has decreased drastically. The students have adopted 

Facebook for these purposes; however, the results do not demonstrate that Facebook has 

replaced email completely, rather students are using both media side by side, maintaining a 

distinction between professional and social purposes. Scholars also identified through 

previous studies that “users do not embrace a single form of social media, but tend to employ 

a range of tools for communication. This trend shows that one type of social media does not 

replace another but, rather, becomes integrated into a bundle of media use that includes online 

and offline forms of communication” (Quan-Haase & Young 2010, p.350). Besides these 

scholars, the researcher would agree that students can use both media simultaneously 

according to their needs and satisfaction. The researcher would also add that using Facebook 

more than email for several purposes can be an indication of students’ increasing tendency 

towards Castells (2007) ‘Mass-Self communication’ rather than keeping themselves limited to 

interpersonal communication through a channel like email. Therefore, it is important to follow 

up this study’s results to understand if this newly approaching ‘Mass-Self Communication’ 

achieves wider establishment across different communication types. The researcher believes 

this research can be a useful base for the future communication and social media researcher to 

analyze further changes in students’ communication patterns and media use habits.  
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Appendix A. 
Charts from the findings of the Questionnaires: 

Section1. Demographic and Basic Information  

Chart1.  

 

 

Chart 2 (Question 1) 

 

 

53% 

47% 

Gender distribution of the respondents 
Female Male

94% 

5% 
1% 

Number of accounts on facebook 
One Two Three or more
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Chart 3 (Question 2) 

 

Chart 4 (Question 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12% 

45% 

43% 

Number of email accounts 
One Two Three or more

3% 
5% 

19% 

73% 

How long have the students been using facebook? 

6 months 1 year 2 years 3 years or more
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Chart 5 (Question 4)  

 

Section 2. Results from Questionnaires:  Current media using habit of the students  

 

Chart 6 (Question 6) 
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Facebook Email Both equally much
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Question 5, 10, 12, 17, 6.  

 

 

Questions 11, 13, 14. and 15. 
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For communicating with an organization or an
employer
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Chart 7 (Question 9)  

 

 

Chart 8 (Question 16) 
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Chart 9 (Question 18) 

 

 

Chart 10 (Question 19) 
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Section 3.  

Results from the questionnaires: Comparison between the tendency of using the both media now 

and two years back: 

Chart 11 (Question 5a and 5b) 

 

 

Chart 12 (Question 6a and 6b) 
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Chart 13 (Question 10a and 10b) 

 

 

Chart 14 (Question 11a and 11b) 
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Chart 15 (Question 12a and 12b) 

 

 

Chart 16 (Question 13a and 13b) 
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Chart 17 (Question 14a and 14b) 

 

 

Chart 18 (Question 15a and15b) 
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Chart 19 (Question 17a and 17b) 
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Appendix B.  

Are you using Facebook and email? 

 

Please help me with my thesis work by filling out a short questionnaire 

 

Study Title: Facebook and e-mail as methods of communication 

Department of Informatics and Media, Uppsala University 

 

Your answers will be valuable for the study. Thank you in advance for your kind cooperation. 

 

Gender: Male   Female (circle) Age:  

 

1. How many accounts do you have on Facebook?   

 a) One b) Two c) Three or more 

 

2. How many different email-accounts do you have? 

 a) One b) Two c) Three or more 

 

3. For how long time (approximately) have you been a user of Facebook? 

 a) 6 months b) 1 year c) 2years d) 3years or more 

 

4. For how long time (approximately) have you been a user of e-mail? 

 a) 6 months b) 1 year c) 2years d) 3years or more 

 

5a. For personal communication, Which tool do you use most frequently? 

a) E-mail b) Facebook c) Both equally much 

 

5b. Two years ago, which tool did you use most frequently for personal communication? 
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    a) E-mail b) Facebook c) Both equally much 

  

6a.When you wake up in the morning, which medium do you check first?   

a) E-mail b) Facebook c) Both equally much 

 

6b. Two years ago, when you woke up in the morning, which medium did you check first?   

a) E-mail b) Facebook c) Both equally much 

 

7. Generally for what reasons do you use Facebook? 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8. Generally for what reasons do you use email? 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

9. Do you think that Facebook can serve all the purposes that email does?  

a) Yes b) No c) Do not know 

 

10a. When you want to share photos with friends, which medium do you use most often? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook c) Both equally much 

 

10b. Two years ago, when you wanted to share photos with friends, which medium did you use most 

often? 
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a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) Both equally much 

 

11a. When you want to attach PDF-files, which medium do you use most often? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) Both equally much 

 

11b. One year ago, when you wanted to attach PDF-files, which medium did you use most often? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) Both equally much 

 

12a. For communicating with friends, which tool do you use most often? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook c) both equally much 

 

12b. Two years ago, which tool did you use most often for communicating with friends? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) both equally much 

 

13a. For communicating with family, which tool do you use most often? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) both equally much 

 

13b. Two years ago, which tool did you use most often for communicating with family? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) both equally much 

 

14a. For communicating with teachers which tool do you use most often? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) both equally much 

 

14b. Two years ago, which tool did you use most often for communicating with teachers? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) both equally much 

 

15a. For communicating with an organization or an employer, which tool do you use most often? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) both equally much 
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15b. Two years ago, which tool did you use most often for communicating with an organization or an 

employer? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) both equally much 

 

16. Do you accept teachers as your friends on Facebook? 

a) Yes b) No c) It depends 

 

17a. Which tool do you spend most time with? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) both equally much 

 

17b. Two years ago, Which tool did you spend most time with? 

a) E- mail b) Facebook  c) both equally much 

 

18. Have you bookmarked any of the following medium in your personal computer?  

a) Facebook b) email  c) both 

 

19. If you are a smart phone user, which medium of communication do you check frequently via the 

smart phone? 

a) E-mail b) Facebook c) Both equally much 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
 


